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Introduction
WOFACS '96: Workshop on Formal and Applied Computer Science
Chris Brink
Laboratory for FormalAspects and Complexity in. Computer Science, Department of Mathematics and Applied
Mathematics, University of Cape Town·
cbrink@maths.uct.ac.za

"What I tell you three times is true", said the Bellman
in Lewis Carroll's The Hunting of the Snark. By somewhat the same principle, it is often b.eld that three events
of the same kind serve to make a series. And so, after
WOFACS '92, '94 and now '96, we may claim to have a
well-established biennial Southern African series of Workshops in the area of Formal Aspects of Computer Science.
This issue of the SACJ is devoted to the Proceedings
of WOFACS '96. In other words, it contains survey articles written especially for this volume by the invited speakers (and their collaborators), on the topics they. lectured on
during the Workshop. These were:
• Dr Maarten de Rijke (University of Warwick): Reasoning with Incomplete and Changing Information.
• Dr Bolger Scblingloff (Thchnische Universitit
Miinchen): Verification of Finite-state Systems with
Temporal Model Checking.
• Prof Jan Peleska {Universitit Bremen): Test Automation/or Safety-Critical Reactive Systems.
• Dr Jeff Sanders (Oxford University): Applicationoriented Program Semantics.
The format of WOFACS '96 followed the same pattern as
before. Each speaker gave a course of 10 lectures, at a
rate of one lecture per day. Material was pitched at about
Honours level, and students had the opportunity of offering
WOFACS courses for credit in their degree programmes at
their respective home universities. Those who took up this
option did some exercises and assignments and were evaluated by the.speaker(s) concerned, thus gaining valuable

insight into material, methods and expectations at an international level. WOFACS '96 was organised by FACCSLab (the ;Laboratory for Formal Aspects and Complexity in
Computer Science), and was co-hosted by the Department
of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics and the Department of Computer Science at the University of Cape Town.
Accommodation was available in a University residence,
and we were able to make available some financial support
for travel and accommodation to participants· (especially
students) who could not obtain funding from their home institutions. Attendance stood at about SO participants. Cape
Town is a pleasant place to visit, even in winter, and we
took care to have suitable outings and social events for
our vjsitors. I am pleased to be able to mention that the
WOFACS series has now attracted international attention,
and that WOFACS 98 is being planned under the auspices
of IFIP (the International Federation of Information Processing), specifically Working Group 2.3 on Programming
Methodology. ·
No event of this nature can succeed without the hard
work of a number of people. I would like to express my
grateful thanks to:
··
• the invited speakers, for the c~ they took and the
quality of their presentations;
• the Foundation for .Research Development and the
· · UCT Research Committee, f?r sponsorship;
·
• Diana Dixon, Jeanne Weir, ~eter iipsen and other
FACCS-Lab staff members, for th~ir hard work, and
• all participants, for attending.

· SACI is produced with kind support from

Mosaic Software (Pty)Ltd.
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Verification of Finite State Systems with Temporal Logic Model Checking
Bernd-Holger Schlingloff
Institutftir lnformatik der Technischen Universitlit Mllnchen, Germany
schlingl@informatik.tu-muenchen.de

Abstract
Thes.e tutorial notes contain an introduction to the logical theory and computational aspects of computer aided verification offinite state
reactive systems with linear and branching temporal logic model checking. As a general recipe, computer science applications and
algorithms are derived from logical notions and proofs. First, the expressivity of various temporal logics is compared to first and second
order logic, and tow-automata and formal languages. Then, temporal safety and liveness properties are reviewed. From the completeness prooffor natural and tree models, local and global decision procedures are developed. These in turn give rise to the corresponding
model checking procedures. Various modelling techniques for reactive systems are presented. Finally, symbolic techniques for global
model checking with binary decision diagrams, and partial order techniques for local model checking with stubborn sets are discussed.
Keywords: Computer Aided Verification, Finite State Systems, Temporal Logic, Model Checking, Modal Logic, Expressivity, Expressiveness, w-Languages, Buchi-Automata, Completeness, Decision Procedures, Tableaus, Specification, Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs),
Partial Order Methods, Stubborn Sets

1 Introduction
A reactive system consists of several components which
are designed for continuous interaction with one another
and with the system's environment. A property is a set of
desired behaviours which the system is supposed to show.
Formal semantics treats such systems as mathematical
structures (e.g .• as functions, relations, streams etc.), and
properties as mathematical theorems (e.g., finiteness, injectivity, monotonicity etc.) about these structures. From
a logical viewpoint, a system is a semantical model, and a
property is a logical formula. Arguing about system correctness therefore amounts to verifying formulas in models.
To be able to prove that a system satisfies a property,
one needs a modelling language to describe the system, a
logical language in which the property can be formulated,
and a deductive calculus and algorithms with which verification can be performed. Examples for modelling languages include process calculi (e.g. CCS and CSP), state
machine description languages (e.g. StateCharts), protocol
specification languages (e.g., Lotos or Esterelle), and simple shared variables programming languages (C, Basic, ... ).
Logical languages which are considered in these notes are
e.g. first and second order logic, and propositional modal
and temporal logic. For verifying whether a model satisfies
a formula we derive model checking algorithms based on
canonical Hilbert axioms and tableau decision procedures.
Interactive vs. Automatic Verification
Verification algorithms can be classified as interactive
or automatic. Interactive methods are more general but
harder to use; automatic methods have. a limited range but
are more likely to be accepted.
In interactive verification, the user provides the overall
proof strategy; the machine augments the user by
,e checking the correctness of each step,
• maintaining a list of assumptions and subgoals,
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997

• applying the rules and substitutions which the user indicates, and by
• searching for applicable transformation rules and assumptions.
Sophisticated tools also are able to prove certain easy lemmas by themselves, usually by applying a heuristic search.
However, since most interactive provers are designed for
undecidable languages (e.g., first or higher order logic),
the proof process is never completely automatic. User interaction is required, e.g., to find certain loop invariants or
inductive hypothesis, and it requires a highly skilled experienced user to perform a nontrivial proof.
On the other side, with automatic verification all the
user has to do is to provide a formal model of the system he
or she wants to verify, and a formulation of the properties
he or she thinks that this system satisfies. The verification
tool then checks these properties, and either succeeds in
finding that they are valid, or giving an indication why the
properties fail to hold in the specific system.
Finite State Systems
The completely automatic approach generally requires that
the automatic verifier traverses all states of the given system, which is only possible if the state space is finite.
Because of the undecidability of the halting problem,
programs operating on natural or real data values can never
be verified fully automatic. But, this is not quite correct:
• All physical machines have a limited memory, and operate with bounded-width arithmetic. Thus, natural
and real values are not machine representable, and on
a "deeper" level, all programs are finite-state. (On a
yet "deeper" level, when machine cycles are broken
into voltage increases. there might again be an infinite
numbet of states. However, on the next level, there is
a finite number of electrons. and ultimatively the question whether the real world is finite state or not seems
to be beyond our imagination.)
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• In many cases it is possible to separate between the
control structure and the data structure of a given program. Branches if c then goto a else goto b fi, where
c depends on data from an infinite domain, can be abstracted as nondeterministic choice goto a or goto b.
In a network communications protocol, often the correctness of the protocol does not depend on the specific
type (finite or infinite) of the transmitted data; thus
data values can be abstracted as tokens from a finite
(or even binary) domain.
• Several interesting systems actually are finite state,
even though the systems designer used infinite domains. E.g., a boolean C++ variable can only take
the values O and 1 even though it is declared integer.
Of course, proving that a system is finite state can be
difficult.
• Even if the program inherently uses infinite domains,
errors are likely to be preserved when these infinite
domains are replaced by appropriate finite domains.
E.g., a faulty sorting algorithm for natural numbers is
almost certainly also incorrect for sorting values, say,
between O and 10. Therefore, even if no proof can
be automatically obtained, automatic verification tools
can be used to debug the system.
Given a formal model of the system to be verified, and
a formulation of the properties the system should satisfy,
there are three possible results which an automated model
checker can produce:
1. either it finds a proof for the formula in the model and
outputs "verified", or
2. it constructs a refutation, i.e., an execution of the
(model of the) system which dissatisfies the (formulation of the) property, or
3. the complexity of the verification procedure exceeds
the given memory limit or time bound.
If there is not sufficient space or time, we can increase
these resources, provided there is enough money available.
Alternatively, we can use a coarser abstraction of the system and its properties. The third possibility is to employ
heuristics which improve the performance of the verifier.
Some of these heuristics are discussed in sections 9 and 10.
In some sense it is more interesting to get a refutation
than to get a proof. Whenever we get a refutation, we can
decide whether it is due to our abstraction in modelling and
formulation, or whether this undesired sequence of events
could indeed happen in reality. In the former case, the
unrealistic behaviour can be eliminated by additional assumptions on the model or formula. In the latter case, we
have found a bug, and something should be changed in the
system.
If the model checker is able to prove a formula for a
given model, there is nothing left to do. But, what has been
achived in this case?
The Role of Formal Methods in Engineering
There can never be any guarantee that a system which has
been verified by a computer aided tool will function correctly in reality. Even if we could assume that the verifiers
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hard- and software is correct (which we can not), there is
a fundamental source of inaccuracy involved. Verification
proves theorems about models of systems and formulations
of properties, not about physical systems and desired behaviour; we can never know to which extent our models
and formulations reflect physical reality and intuitions.
Nobody can ever guarantee that a physical system will
not fail in unexpected (i.e., unmodeled) situations. It would
be stupid, however, to reject formal methods because they
cannot offer such guarantees. Civil engineering can never
prove that a certain building will not collapse. Nevertheless
it uses mathematical models to calculate loads and wall
thicknesses and so on.
Similarly, we can never prove that our model adequately represents the reality. Therefore we can never
prove that a system will function as planned. Nevertheless, computer aided verification can help locating errors
already during the design of a complex system, and it can
help to increase reliability of these systems. In the future,
formal verification will augment classical software design
tools like structured analysis, code review and automated
testing.

2 Logical Languages, Expressiveness
Propositional Logic
Given a set P = {p, q, p 1 , ••• } of (atomic) propositions which can be either true or false. E.g., proposition
sun_is_shining denotes the fact that "the sun is shining".
Propositional logic PL is built from 1' with the following syntax:

PL

p

I

.l

I

(PL ~ PL)

That is,
• Every pE P is a well-formed formula of propositional
logic,
• .l is a well-formed formula ("falsum"),
• if'() and ,J, are well-formed formulae, then so is ('P ~
,/J), and
• nothing else is a formula.
Note that 1' is a parameter of the logic! The special case
'P
0 is allowed. Other connectives can be defined as
usual:
• •'() ~ ('P ~ .l)
• T ~ ,.l

=

• ('P v "") ~ (·'P ~ "")
• ('P /\ "") ~ ·(·'P v -,,J,)
• ('P ++ ,J,) ~ (('() ~ ,J,) /\ (,J, ~ 'P))
Semantics: Assume an interpretation Z of propositions is
given, which assigns a truth value { true, false} to every
proposition. (E.g., proposition sun_going_down is interpreted differently at the shore, in front of a computer
terminal, or at the stock exchange:)
Z can be extended to the set of all propositional formulas as follows:
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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• I(J_) = false, and
• I((cp -HJ,))= tru~ iff
I(cp) = true impliesI(,/J) = true.
We write I I= cp iff I( cp) = true. Thus the above is
equivalent to:

• I

Multimodal Logic

tF J_, and
I= (cp -+ ,p)

• I
iff I I= cp implies I I= ,p.
Propositional logic is not well-suited to formalise statements about events in time. Even though the interpretation
of a statement can be fixed, its truth value may vary in time.

First Order Logic
To express temporal dependencies, the set P is used as a
set of monadic predicates, i.e., each p E P is augmented
with an additional parameter denoting time, for example,
sun_i s_shining(t).
What kind of language elements should be permitted?
For sake of simplicity, we do not include function symbols (or constants) in the first order language. Assume
in addition to the set P of unary predicates a fixed set
R ~ {R, a, b, ... } of accessibility relations or actions, and
let R + ~ R U { <, =}. Furthermore, let 7 be a set of
first order variables 7 ~ {t, to, ... } for moments in time
(which is assumed to be infinite unless stated otherwise).

FOL

::=

P(7)

I J_ I (FOL-+ FOL) I
R+(7, 7)

1

37 FOL

Again, we do not assume P or R to be nonempty. Vt 'P is
short for ,3t ,cp. Relations are denoted in infix notation
as well: t1Rt2 ~ R(ti, t2).
Semantics: To assign a truth value to a formula containing (free) variables, we assume that we are given a
nonempty universe U of time-points, and that the interpretation I assigns to every proposition p E P a subset
of points I(p) ~ U, and to every action R E R a binary
relation I( R) ~ U x U. For the special relation signs <
and= we require that I(=) ~ {(w, w) I w E U}, and
I(<) is the transitive closure of LJ{Z(R) I R E R}. A
variable valuation v assigns to any variable t E 7 a timepoint w EU. A first-order model M ~ (U,Z, v) consists
of a universe U, an interpretation I, and a variable valuation v. Similar to above, we define when a formula holds
in a model:

• MI= p(t) iffv(t) E Z(p);
•
•
•
•

(3) 'v'ti((to < t1/\req(t1))-+ 3t2((t1 < t2/\ack(t2))/\
'v'ta((t1 <ta/\ ta < t2)-+ req(ta))))
No request is withdrawn before it is acknowledged.
But is first-order logic intuitive?

M 11: J_, and
M I= (cp -+ ,p) iff M I= cp implies M I= ,p;
M I= R(to, ti) iff (v(to), v(t1)) E Z(R);
M I= 3t cp iff (U, I, v') I= 'P for some v'

Except from text in mathematical books, one can hardly
find english sentences which explicitly use variables to refer to objects. Natural language statements use modal adverbs like "possibly" and "necessarily" to refer to alternative state of affairs. Temporal phrases in natural language
use the adverbs "eventually" and "constantly" (or "sometime" and "always") to refer to future time points. Modal
logic was invented to formalise these modal and temporal adverbs: the idea is to suppress first order variables
t E 7; propositions p E Pare again without argument. .
The meaning or' a proposition like sun_is_shining is
''the sun is shining now". Thus, in a temporal interpretation, every formula describes a certain state of affairs at a
given moment.
What about accessibility relations? For every R E R,
multimodal logic introduces a new operator (R}cp meaning
"possibly cp", i.e., "there exists some t accessible via R
such that cp holds at t". Dually, [R]cp ~ ,(R},cp means
"necessarily cp"; "for all t accessible via R, it is the case
that cp holds at t".

ML ::= p

I J_ I (ML-+ ML) I (R}ML.

Intuitively, the above example (1) could be written
ni 1 -+ (put},ni 1.
A (Kripke-) model M ~ (U,Z, w 0 ) for multimodal logic
again consists of a universe U of points, an interpretation
I assigning to every p E P and R E R a subset Z(p) ~ U
and a relation Z(R) ~ U x U, respectively. Instead of a
valuation for free variables, a model designates a current
or initial point wo E U.
• MI= p iff wo E Z(p);
• M IF J_, and
• M I= (cp-+ ,/J) iff M I= cp impiies M I= ,p.
• M I= (R}cp iff there exists w 1 E U with
(wo, w1) E Z(R) and (U,Z, w1) F cp.
A formula cp is universally valid in (U, I), if for all w E U
it holds that (U,Z, w) I= cp.
By definition, multimodal logic has no operator for <,
the transitive closure relation of all actions. Define M I=
Ocp iffthere exists w 1 > wo such that (U, I, w1) I= cp; that
is,<>~(<}, and D ~[<].With these operators, example
(2) could be written

which differs from v at most in t.

D(req-+ Oack).

This language is rather expressive:
(1) nil(to)-+ 3t1(put(to, ti)/\ ,nil(t1))
Ifni 1 holds, then it is possible to perform a put and
become not ni 1.
(2) 'v'ti((to < ti /\ req(t1)) -+ 3t2(t1 < t2 /\ ack(t2)))
Every request is eventually acknowledged.

SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997

Temporal Logic
However, modal operators cannot express statements about
intervals (example (3) of the above). Temporal logic is
based on a binary operatorU(cp, 1/J) meaning "until cp, also
,p holds".
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Syntax of linear temporal logic (LTL):
LTL ::= p I J_ I (LTL -+ LTL) I
('R.)LTL I U(LTL, LTL).
The above definition of validity of a formula in a model is
extended for formulas involvingU-operators as follows:

• M FU(~, ,f,) iff there exists w1 EU with wo < w 1
and (U,I, w1) p ~' and for all w2 E U with wo < w2
and w2 < w1, we have (U,I, w2) F ,J,.
The following picture illustrates this situation:

O-®-®-®-G-0-0-· ··
Various other operators can be expressed using U:

• <>~ ~ U( ~' T)

(Sometime)

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-· ··
(Nexttime)

• O'{)~U('P,1-)

0-0-0(Before)

0-8-B-B-cD-0-0-· ··
• A(~, ,J,) ~ U(~ A ,f,, -,~)

(Atnext)

0-8-B-B-8-0-0-· ··
• V(~, ,J,) ~ -ilJ(-,,J,, ~)

3t1(to < ti A ack(t1) A \lt2(to < t2 < t1 -+
3ta(ta < t2 A req(ta) A \lt4(ta < t4 < t2 -+
-,ack(t4))))).
Hence, FOL is at least as expressive as LTL. Formally,
this means: for every ~ E LTL (with or without past operators) there exists a formula~.,. E FOL (with exactly
one free variable to), such that for every model M ~
(U,I, w 0 ) and valuation v for which v(to) w 0 we have
(U,I, wo) p ~ iff (U,I, v) F ~.,..
A logic is called expressive (or expressively complete),
if there exists also a translation in the other direction: given
any first-order formula, does an equivalent temporal formula exist?

=

Expressive Completeness of Temporal Logic
Observation: Only 3 variables are really needed in the
translation of any given temporal formula; other variables
can be ''reused" .
E.g., U(ack, S(req, ,ack)) can be translated as
3t1(to < t1 A ack(t1) A \lt2(to < t2 < ti -+
3to(to < t2 A req(to) A \lti(to < ti < t2 -+
-,ack(t1))))).
As an immediate consequence, LTL cannot express properties which "inherently" use four variables, like, e.g., the
statement "there are three different connected points reachable from the current point",
3t1, t2, ta(to < ti A to< t2 /\ to < ta A
t1 < t2 A t1 < ta A t2 < ta)

(Unless)

0-®-®-®-®-®-®-· ..
Note: these definitions are made up with a linear, irreflexive and discrete <-relation in mind. But, this is not required so far.
As an example, the above formula (3) can be expressed
as
D(req-+ U(ack, req)).
How can we compare first order and temporal logic? First
order logic formulas can mention several reference points
(free variables), which is not possible in modal or temporal
logic. To be able to compare the expressiveness of both
logics, we restrict FOL to formulas with at most one free
variable.
Moreover, first order logic can use reverse relations:
z > y iffy < z. Therefore, we introduce a temporal past
operator S (since), with the following semantics:
• M F S('P, ,f,) iff 3w1(w1 < wo A ~(w1) A

\lw2(w1

< w2 < wo-+ ,J,(w2))).

We writeo-'P and o- ~ forS('P, T) and -,(>--,'P, respectively. Intuitively, these operators refer to "sometime in the
past" and "always in the past".
The semantic clause induces a translation from temporal to first order logic.
E.g., U(ack, S(req, ,ack)) is translated as
30

In case that < is a linear order (antisymmetric and total)
this is equivalent to
3t1(to <ti/\ 3t2(t1 < t2 A 3ta(t2 < t 3 )))
3t1(to <ti/\ 3t2(ti < t2 /\ 3to(t2 < to)))
which can be expressed temporally as <><><> T.
Therefore, attention is restricted to certain classes of
structures, like e.g. Dedekind-complete linear orders, or
finitely-branching trees, and others.
A path in a model is a (finite or infinite) sequence
of points and actions w0Row1R1 ... , where (w,, Wa+t) E
I(Ri) for each i. A path is maximal, if each of its points
which has a successor in the model also has a successor in
the path; that is, a maximal path is either infinite, or for its
final point Wn there is now such that w 11 < w. Natural
models are Kripke models for which there exists exactly
one maximal path, and every point w E U is contained exactly once in this path. That is, in natural models (U, <) is
isomorphic to the natural numbers or an initial segment of
the natural numbers, with its usual ordering. Additionally,
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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for every point w E U there exists at most one R E 1l and
w' EU such that (w,w') E I(R).
Theorem(Kamp, .Gabbay): Temporal logic is expressive for natural models,
The proof follows (6] and uses a certain property
called separation. Call a temporal formula pure future, if it
is of fonn.{R)cp or U( cp, ,J,), where in both cp and ,J, no Soperator occurs, and pure past, if it is of form S( cp, ,J, ),
where in both "'P. and .,;, no U-operator occurs, and pure
present, if it ooniains no U or S-operators.
A formula is separated if it is a boolean combination
of pure future, pure present and pure past formulas. A logic
has the separation property (fora given class of models), if
for every formula there exists an separated formula which
is equivalent for all models under consideration.
Lemma: The separation property implies expressive
completeness.
Proof is by induction on the structure of those FOLformulas which have exactly one free variable to, Translation of p( t 0 ) is p, and boolean connectives are immediate.
We don't have to consider formulas like to < t 1 by themselves, since they involve two free variables. The only remaining case are formulas cp 3t1 ,J,(to, t1). Without loss
of generality we can assume that ,J, does not contain any
p(t0 ). That is, ,J,(to, t 1) is a boolean combination of formulas p(t1), t0Rt1, t1Rto, t1 < to, t1
to, to < t1, and
cp', where in cp' ~ 3t2,J,' (t 0 , t 1, t 2) again we can assume
that ,J,' does not contain any p(to) or p(t1). Replace in cp
every t 0Rt by a new unary proposition XR(t), replace every tRt0 by a new unary YR(t), replace to < t by F(t),
replace to
t by N(t), and replace t < to by P(t). That
is, cp now does not contain any t 0. Since the nesting depth
of existential quantifiers in cp'
3t 2,J,'(t 1, t 2) is smaller
than that of cp, we can apply the induction hypothesis to get
a temporal formula T(cp'). Reinserting this into ,J, and replacing p(t1) by p, and XR(ti) by XR and YR(t1) by YR,
and F(t 1) by F, and N(t1) by N, and P(t1) by P gives
T(,J,). Now separate the formula OT( ,J,) V T(,J,) vo- r( ,J,).
The resulting formula is a boolean combination of pure future, pure past and pure present formulas. Replace in this
formula every F inside a pure future formula by T, every
other F by .l, and similar for XR, YR, N and P. The
resulting formula is the required translation T( cp ).
To illustrate this construction, let us find the temporal equivalent of cp = 3t1(to < t1 A p(t1) A 'v't2(to <
t2 < t1 ~ q(t2))). (We already know that the outcome should be U(p, q) !) The first replacement results
in 3t1(F(t1) A p(t1) A ,3t2(F(t2) A t2 < t1 A ,q(t2))).
The formula cp'(t1)
3t2(t2 < t1 A F(t2) A ,q(t2)))
inductively translates to T( cp') o-(F A ,q). Separating
O(F A p A o-(F ~ q)) gives o-(F ~ q) A (F ~
q) A U((F A p), (F ~ q)) (see below). With the final replacement, the disjuncts o-r(,J,) and T(,J,) reduce
to .l, and o-(F ~ q) A (F ~ q) reduces to T, and
U((F A p), (F ~ q)) reduces to U(p, q), so that we are
left with the desired result.
The above proof could be slightly simplified if multimodal diamond operators were encoded as special propo-

=

=

=

=

=
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=

sitions: In natural models, {R)'P +-+- ocp A PR, where
p R ~ {R) T. A similar encoding will be used in sections 3
and 4.
To show expressive completeness, it remains to prove
that LTL has the separation property for natural models.
This can be done by systematically considering equivalences like
O(cpAo-,;,) +-+- o-(,;,) A,j,AU(cp,,J,).
0( cpA o- ,J,) +-+- 0( ,J, AOcp )v( ,J, AOtp )v (<r ,J, AOcp ).
U(tp, ,J, A S(cp1, ,J,1)) ++
ocp V U(ocp, ,J, A ('P1 V ,J,1) A (cp1 V ,J,1 A S(cp1, ,J,1),
To complete this proof, the reader has to go through the tedious exercise of giving such clauses for all possible occurrences of a since-operator in a propositional formula inside
an until-operator.

3 Second Order Languages
Linear and Branching time Logics
As we have seen, linear temporal logic is expressive for
natural models. The same result can be proved (with minor modifications) for finitely branching trees. In computer
science, the set of executions of a program can be modelled as a set of execution sequences or as an execution
tree, where branches denote nondeterministic decisions.
Statements about correctness of program can involve
talking about all maximal paths in a tree.
Syntax of computation tree logic (CTL):
CTL ::= 1' I .l I (CTL ~ CTL) I
(R)CTL I EU(CTL, CTL) I AU(CTL, CTL).
This definition is slightly nonstandard: to give a uniform
treatment for modal, linear and branching temporal logic
we include (R)-operators referring to the action, i.e. labelling of a transition.
CTL is interpreted on tree models. A tree is defined
as usual: It has a single root wo, and every node Wn can be
reached from wo by exactly one finite path. The symbol<
then denotes the usual tree-order: w 1 < w 2 iff w 1 is on the
(unique) path from the root w 0 up to w 2.

• (U,I, wo) t= EU(cp, ,J,) iff there exists w 1 > w 0
such that (U,I, w1) t= cp, and for all wo < w 2 < w 1,
(U, I, w2) t= ,J,.
• (U,I, wo) p AU(cp, ,J,) iff for all maximal paths
p from wo there exists w 1 > w0 on p such that
(U,I, w1) p cp, and for all wo < w2 < w1,
(U,I, w2) p ,J,.
The following operators are defined as abbreviations:

•
•
•
•
•
•

EXcp ~ EU(cp, .l)
AXcp ~ ,EX,cp
EFcp ~ EU(cp, T)
AGcp ~ ,EF,cp
AFcp ~ AU( cp, T)
EGcp ~ ,AF,cp
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EU(,J,1, 1P2)

AU(,f,1, ,/J2)

EX,f,

How can we compare the expressivity of CTL with
(the future fragment of) LTL? Direct comparison is difficult, since models are different: On natural models, AU
and EU-operators coincide; on tree models, LTL trivially
cannot express AU.
Therefore, one considers (nonlinear, nontree) Kripkemodels (U,I, w 0 ). In contrast to natural or tree models,
Kripke models can contain reflexive points, loops or even
dense relations. On Kripke models, an LTL-formula is
valid, if it is valid for all natural models generated from
the Kripke model. (This definition revises the original definition given above!) Similarly, a CTL-formula is valid in
a Kripke model, if it is valid for the unique maximal tree
generated from it.
Now, the LTL-formula ODp is not expressible in CTL
(it is not the same property as AF AGp), and AGEFp is
not expressible in LTL (it is not the same as DOp); for
more information on the expressiveness of linear versus
branching time see [4].
On Kripke models, the more expressive logic CTL•
subsumes CTL and LTL by separating path quantification
(E) from temporal quantification (U):
CTL* ::= p I l. I (CTL*--+ CTL*) I
(R}CTL IU(CTL*,CTL*) IE CTL*.
In the semantics, validity is declared relative to a current
point w0 and current path Po:
• (U, I, wo, Po) I= U( <p, ,J,) iff
3w1(wo < w1 APo(w1) A(U,I,w1,Po) I= cpl\
Vw2(wo < w2 < w1--+ (U,I, w2,Po) I= ,J,))).
• (U,I, wo,Po) I= E<p iff
3 path P1 from wo, (U, I, wo, P1) I= <p.
(Here Po(w 1) indicates that point w1 is on path Po,) A
CTL• -formula <p is defined to be valid for ( U, I, wo), if
it is valid for all models (U, I, wo, Po), where Po is a path
from w0 . Therefore, for Kripke models, CTL• is strictly
more expressive than CTL and LTL.

Propositionally Quantified Logics
The second of the above clauses uses quantification over
paths, which is not a first-order notion. For linear time, this
is not very useful. But why should second-order quantification be restricted to paths? Wolper remarked that "temporal logic can be more expressive".
In LTL (or FOL}, is it possible to specify that acertain property holds on every second point of an execution
sequence?
even cp ~ <p A D ( <p --+ o o cp)
even cp(to) ~ <p(to) A Vt > to( cp(t) --+
3t1, t2(tSt1St2 A <p(t2)))
Not correct: if <p holds twice in a row, it must hold always.
even cp ~ (D((q +-+ o,q) I\ (q--+ <p)) A q)
even cp(to) ~(Vt> to, tSt1((q(t) +-+ ,q(t1)) I\
( q(t) --+ <p(t))) I\ q(to))
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Almost correct: q is an auxiliary variable ("implementation detail").
even <p ~ 3q(D((q +-+ o,q) A (q--+ <p)) A q)
even <p(to) ~ 3q(Vt > to, tSt1((q(t) +-+ ,q(t1)) A
(q(t) --+ <p(t))) A q(to))
That's it! The language used in the first item is called quantified temporal logic qTL, the language of the second item
is monadic second order logic MSOL.
qTL ::= p I Q I l. I (qTL-+ qTL) I
(7l) qTL I U(qTL, qTL) I 3(2 qTL.
MSOL ::= P(T)l'2(T)IJ.l(MSOL-+ MSOL)I
?l+(r,T) 1 3TMsoL 1 3QMsoL
To define this syntax, we used another syntactic category
'2
{q, qo, ... } of proposition variables. Any valuation
in a model assigns a subset of U to each of these (second
order) variables. The formula 3q <pis true in a model M
if it is true in a model which differs from M at most in the
valuation of the proposition variable q.
On natural models, the U-operator in qTL is definable
by D and o with the following clause:

=

U( <p, ,J,) +-+ 3q( oq AD( q --+ ( <p V ,J, I\ oq)) A O,q).
For complexity reasons, it is not always advisable to allow
full monadic second order quantification (that is, quantifiers on arbitrary subsets of U). Therefore, we introduce
fixpoint quantification: quantification on sets which can be
obtained as fixed points of recursive definitions.
Examples:
D<p +-+ o( <p A D<p) +-+ o( <p I\ o( <p A Dcp)) +-+ •••
U(cp,,J,) +-+ o(<pV (,J, /\U(<p,,J,))) +-+
o( <p V ( ,J, I\ o( <p V (,J, AU( <p, ,J,)))))
D<p +-+ vq o (<p A q)
U(<p,rp) +-+ µq o (<p V ('r/J A q))
Syntax of the propositional µ-calculus µTL:
µTL ::= p I Q I l. I (µTL-+ µTL) I
(7l) µTL I 11(2 µTL.
The formula µq <p( q) is short for ,vq ,<p( ,q). Semantics
can again be defined by a translation into qTL (or MSOL):

• M

I= vq cp

iff 3q(q(wo)A Vw1(q(w1)--+ <p(w1))).

Hence, µTL is at most as expressive as qTL and MSOL.
Theorem (Bilchi, Wolper): On natural models, µTL
is as expressive as qTL and MSOL.
For the proof of this theorem, we need the notion of
w-regular languages and w-automata.

w-automata and -languages
Any linear-time logic formula specifies the set of all natural models (execution sequences) in which it is valid. Consider an infinite sequence (U
wo, w1, w 2, ... ), I, wo),
where I defines a mapping from Pinto subsets of U, and
for a mapping from 1l into subsets of U x U such that for
any i there is exactly one R such that (w,, WH1) E I(R).
Equivalently, we can introduce a labelling/unction l, from
U into subsets of P:

=(

w EI(p)

iff

p E

£(w)
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-Define a function w from the natural numbers into 2-P x 1l
:by w(i) ~ (..C(wi), Rt), where ~ is the unique action
iuch that (wi, Wi+1) E I(~). (For finite sequences
(wo, ... , w 11 ), we can either leave the last action Rn arbitrary, or introduce a special null action. Details will not be
elaborated here.) The function w is called an w-word over
the alphabet 2-P x 'R. Since a set of (w- )words is usually
tailed an (w- )language, every LTL-formula defines such a
language.
Languages can also be defined by (w-)regular expressions and by (w-)regular automata.
(w-)regular expressions are defined like usual regular expressions, with additional operation denoting infinite
repetition of a subexpression:
• Every letter from the alphabet is an w-regular expression (letters can be seen as words of length one, and
words can be seen as languages with one element)
• If a and f3 are w-regular, then so are ( a; /3), (a + /3)
and a•.
• If a is w-regular, then so is aw.
We use boolean expressions over PU 1l to denote (unions
{pl, p2} denotes
of) letters; e.g. ( ,pl V p2) over P
{} + {p2} +{pl, p2}.
Example for an w-regular expression: {,pl )w +
(T*; p2)"'.
An w-automaton over the alphabet 2-P x 1l is
defined like a usual finite automaton; it is a tuple
(S, A, So, Fi, Fi), where
• S is a set of states,
• A ~ S x 2-P x 1l x S is the transition relation,
• So ~ S is the set of starting states,
• Fi ~ S is the acceptance set for finite words, and
• Fi ~ Sis the recurrence set for infinite words.
A Biichi-automaton is an w-automaton where the set of
states is finite.
When does such an automaton accept a word? A (finite or infinite) word ( w 0 , w1, ... ) is accepted by the automaton, if there is a labelling p assigning to any point Wi
a state p( Wi) of the automaton such that
• p(wo) E So,
• For all O ~ i < n, (si, Wi, Bi+1) EA, and
• p(w11 ) E Fi, if the word is finite with last letter w 11 ,
and
• inf(p) n Fi -=p 0, if it is infinite, where inf(p) is the set
of states that appear infinitely often in the range of p.
That is, at least one state from the recurrence set must
be selected infinitely often.
For alternative acceptance conditions, see [11]. As an example of a Biichi-automaton, consider the following:

=

general, Biichi-automata can define all and only w-regular
languages. The proof of this statement is similar as for
automata on finite words: For one direction, we have to
show that Biichi-automata are closed under concatenation,
union, Kleene-star and w-repetition. All of these constructions are straightforward extensions of the appropriate constructions for automata on finite words.
The other direction is to show that the Biichi acceptance condition can be captured by an appropriate regular
expression. Let Li; be the regular language of finite words
sending an automaton from state Bi into state s;. Then the
w-regular language associated with any Biichi-automaton
is

Trivially, w-automata are closed under projection onto a
smaller alphabet. Biichi showed that his automata are
closed under complement; this is a highly nontrivial proof.
The best known construction for complementing Biichiautomata was given by Safra.
Automata and Logics
Closure under complement can be used to show that Biichiautomata are at least as expressive as qTL: Automata for
propositions are trivial two-state machines; from an automaton for cp, an automaton for (R)cp, ocp and Ocp can
be built by an appropriate prefixing with a single step or
loop on the initial states; as already mentioned, U can be
expressed with o, 0 and second order quantification; implications ( cp -4 ,p) can be written as ( ,cp V ,p) and thus be
reduced to unions and complements; and existential second order quantification amounts to the projection of the
automaton onto a smaller alphabet.
To close the circle, we show that for every w-regular
expression there exists a µTL-formula describing the same
language. This proof associates with every w-regular expression cp a µTL-formulaµTL{ cp, q) with at most one free
proposition variable q indicating the end of the sequence:
• For cp E 2-P x '/l, say cp = (P, R), define µTL{ cp, q) ~
(ApeP P /\ Apf P ·P /\ (R)q)
• If µTL{cp, q) and µTL{,p, q) are given (with the same
free q), then µTL{cp+,p, q) ~ µTL(cp, q)V µTL{,p, q).
• If µTL{cp, q1) and µTL{,p, q2) are given (with q1 -=p
q2), then µTL{ cp; ,p, q2) ~ µTL( cp[q1/µTL( ,p, q2)])
• If µTL{ cp, q1) is given with q2 ¢. µTL{ cp, q1), then
µTL{cp*, q2) ~ (µq1(µTL(cp, q1) V q2))
• Finally, µTL(cpw, q) ~ (vq µTL(cp, q)).
If there is a free proposition variable q in the result, it can
be eliminated by an empty quantification vq.
As an example for this construction, consider
µTL{(,p)w + (T*; qt)
vq1( •P /\ oq1) V vq3µq2((T /\ oq2) V {q /\ oq3))
Thus we have shown: For every µTL-formula there exists an equivalent qTL-formula by definition; on natural
models qTL is equal in expressiveness to MSOL by (an
obvious extension of) Kamp's theorem; for every qTL

=

This automaton accepts (i.e., defines) exactly the same
language as the example w-regular expression above. In
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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(or MSOL) formula there is a Bilchi-automaton defining
the set of its models; Bilchi-automata are equivalent to wregular expressions; and these in tum can be described by
µTL-formulas.
µTL

= qTL = MSOL = w-automata = w-regular

Similar results can be proved about branching time logic
(µTL/qTL on tree models) and tree automata, which accept computation trees (A ~ Sx 21' x ('R.x S)71 ) (see [111).

4 Transition Systems and Properties
As we have seen, linear temporal formulas and w-automata
both can be used to describe sets of infinite sequences. The
practical difference is, that logic tends to be more "descriptive", describing what a system should do, whereas
automata tend to be more "machine-oriented", describing
how it should be done. Logical formulas are "global", they
are interpreted on the whole structure, whereas automata
are "local", describing single states and transitions.
Therefore, traditionally automata or related models are
used to give an abstract account of the system to be verified, whereas formulas are used to specify properties of
these systems. But, since it is possible to translate between
automata and formulas and back, the choice is a matter of
complexity, of available algorithms and of taste. We could
equally well define both system and properties in temporal
logic; in this case we would have to prove an implication
formula (section 6 will explain how to do this). Another
alternative is that both the implementation and the specification are given as automata, where the latter is more
"abstract" than the former. Then we have to prove that one
can simulate the other.

Transition Systems
Any Kripke model can be regarded as an automaton without acceptance or recurrence conditions (i.e., as a transition system): Given a model M ~ (U,I, w 0 ) over P
and 'R., let .C(w) ~ {p I p E I(w)} ~ 2'P be the
label of a point. The alphabet of the automaton corresponding to M is 21' x 'R.. The set of states is the set
of arcs in the model, i.e., the set of tuples ( w, w') such that
(w, w') E I(R) for some RE 'R., plus an additional initial
state so. Two states (w 1, wD and (w2, w~) are related by
(P, R) (where P ~ P) iff w~
w 2, (w 2, w~) E I(R)
and .C(wD
.C(w2)
P. Similarly, the initial state so
is related to ( w 0 , wi) by (P, R), iff w0 is the current point
of the model, (w0 , wi) E I(R) and .C(wo)
P. The set
of acceptance and recurrence states of the automaton are
defined to be the set of all of its states. Then, this automaton accepts exactly the set of all natural models which can
be generated from the Kripke model. Note that this set is
a prefix-closed language, that is, one which contains with
every word also all of its prefixes. In general, we can not
go back from an automaton to a single Kripke model, since
automata correspond to formulas, i.e. sets of models.

=

=

=

=
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Thus, models can be seen as automata. Likewise, formulas can be seen as automata: the result of the previous
section implies that for every LTL formula there exists an
equivalent automaton. Because this proof is constructive,
it yields a method to obtain such an automaton; however,
a much more concise way of constructing it is the tableau
construction sketched in section 6.
A Kripke model M satisfies a given LTL-formula '{)
iff the language of M is a subset of the language of the automaton M" for((). That is, M I= '{) iff L(M) ~ L(M" ).
(We assume that the alphabet of M is including the alphabet of '{), and that the language of M is obtained by
projection onto the alphabet of(().) The latter condition is
equivalentto L(M)n-L(M"} 0. Therefore, a feasible
way to check whether M I= '{) is to construct the automaton M.," for-,((), and to check whether the language of the
product automaton M x M.," is empty.
If both system M and property '{) are given as automata, then "specification"'{) can be regarded as a "more
abstract version" of the "implementation" M. We write
Mr F Ms if L(Mr) ~ L(Ms ), i.e., if the language
of Mr is a subset of the language of Ms. A property
r.p is defined to be just any w-language '{) ~ E"', where
E 2'P x 'R..
For Bilchi-automata M1 and M2 it holds that M 1 F
M2
iff for all properties((), if M2 I= r.p then M 1 I= r.p
iff for all w-regular '{), if M2 F '{) then M1 I= (().

=

=

Safety and Liveness Properties
A similar characterisation holds for finite transition systems and safety-properties: For a natural model M, let
M[..i) be the model consisting of the first i points of M,
and M10M2 be the concatenation of the two models M1
andM2.
• r.p is a safety property, iff for every natural model M,

M

F r.p

if 'v'i3M' : M[.. i)

0

M'

I= '{)

• r.p is a liveness property, iff for every natural model M,
v'i3M' : M[..iJ

o

M'

I= 'P

Thus, '{) is a safety property if for every model not satisfying cp there is a finite prefix M[..i] which can not be completed by any continuationM' such thatM[..iJ oM' I= cp.
In other words, for every model dissatisfying '{) something "bad" must have happened after some finite number
of steps which cannot be remedied by any future (well-)
behaviour. Hence, in Lamport's popular characterisation,
safety properties express that "something bad never happens".
A liveness property ((), on the other hand, can never
be refuted by observing only a finite prefix of some run. It
holds, if and only if every finite sequence can be completed
to a model satisfying cp, hence '{) states that "something
good eventually happens". Notice, however, that in contrast to the "bad thing" referred to above, the hccurtence
of the "good thing" does not have to be observable in any
fixed time interval.
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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Facts about safety and liveness:
• Safety properties are closed under finite unions and arbitrary intersections.
• Liveness properties are closed under arbitrary unions,
but not under intersections (e.g., (ODp A DO,p) +-+

..L).
• The complement of safety properties are the open sets,
and liveness properties are the dense sets in the product
topology on finite and infinite words.
• T is the only property which is both a safety and a
liveness property.
• For any cp there exists a safety property cps and a liveness property cpL such that cp +-+ (cps A cpL).
A Kripke model or automaton is called image finite, if every point has only finitely many successors. In particular,
finiteness implies image finiteness.
For image finite transition systems M 1 and M2 it
holds that M 1 F M2 iff for all safety properties cp it
holds that M1 F cp if M2 F cp. To see why this is so,
assume that M1 F M2, and that M1 If= cp. Then there
exists a natural model generated from M 1 dissatisfying cp.
Since L(M 1 ) ~ L(M 2 ), this countermodel can also be
generated from M 2, hence M2 If= cp. For the other direction, note that the set of all natural models generated from
an image finite transition system is a safety property. This
can be proved using Konig's lemma. Therefore, by the
fact that M 2 F M2 the assumption immediately reduces

toM1 FM2.
Characterisation of Safety Properties
In modal logic, safety properties are exactly those not involving any diamond operator. More precisely, propositions and T, ..L are modal safety properties, and if cp and
1/J are modal safety properties, then ( cp A 1/J ), ( cp V 1/J) and
[R]cp are modal safety properties. Any formula of modal
logic which is a safety property can be written as a modal
safety property.
For linear temporal logic, an LTL safety property can
be defined as a formula 01/J, where 1/J is a boolean combination of pure present and pure past formulas. It is not difficult to show that any such formula defines a safety property; moreover, also the other direction holds: all temporal
formulas which are safety formulas can be written as an
LTL safety property.
For qTL, a definition of qTL safety property is immediate from the definition of safety property. For µTL, we
take all formulas of the kind vq(1/J A [R]q), where 1/J is a
pure present formula.
When does an w-automaton specify a safety property?
We call a strongly connected component (SCC) in a Bilchiautomaton bad, if it is either trivial and non-accepting, or
nontrivial and without any recurrence state. We call it
good, if it is trivial and accepting or nontrivial and contains a recurrence state. A safety automaton has for any
bad SCC B, and any good SCC G, that either B is not
reachable from the initial state, or G is not reachable from

B.
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Any language accepted by a safety automaton is a
safety property, and for any w-regular safety property there
is a safety automaton accepting it. Furthermore, by removing nonreachable parts and bad SCCs, for any safety
automaton we can obtain an equivalent transition system.
Given any automaton, it can be decided with linear time
complexity whether this automaton presents a safety property or not.

Classification of Temporal Properties
Manna and Pnueli [8] gives a hierarchy of property classes,
which is derived from an identical hierarchy in topology.
Assume that cp and 1/J are boolean combinations of pure
present and pure past temporal formulas.
• Safety: Dcp
• Guarant~e: Ocp
• Obligation: (Dcp V <>1") (or (<>cp-+ <>1/J))
• Response: DOcp
• Persistence: ODcp
• Reactivity: (DOcp V 001/J) (or (DOcp-+ 001/J))
These are only normal forms! E.g., O(p A Oq) is equivalent to the guarantee formula<>( q A S(p, T)). As another
example, Dcp-+ <>1" is equivalent to DOS(,cp A 1/J, ,cp)
All safety and guarantee properties are also obligations; the class of obligation properties is properly included in the response and persistence classes. Response
and persistence are closed under disjunctions and conjunctions, and are properly included in reactivity. Every LTLproperty can be written as a conjunction of reactivity formulas, since these can be used to describe the acceptance
condition of w-automata.

5 Completeness
Logicians are interested in logical truths, i.e., in the set of
formulas which are valid in all models of the logic.
What about specific theories like the theory of groups,
or the theory of a specific given model? How does it help
to know about the set of all valid formulas when we want
to find out whether a particular formula cp holds for a given
model or theory?
Answer: encode the model or theory as a set of assumptions ~ and check whether the formula in question
follows from~!
In fact, a logic can be defined to be any set of wellformed formulas which is closed under provable consequence; and a theory is a set of well-formed formulas
which is closed under semantical consequence.
Thus there are three notions of consequence involved
here:
• ~ I~ cp if from~ follows cp,
i.e. if any model in which all formulas from ~ are valid
also validates cp,
• ~ I- cp if~ proves cp,
i.e. if there is a proof of cp which uses only assumptions
from~. and
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• w ~ cp if .w implies cp,
i.e. this is a statement of the object language which is
only defined if wis a single formula. To be liberal, we
can identify a finite set of formulas {cp1, ... , 'Pn} with
the conjunction ( 'Pl /\ ... /\ 'Pn).
Note that w II- cp is different from M F cp! The notations 11- cp and I- cp are short for {} 11- cp and {} I- cp,
respectively.
Of course, the semantical notion of validity sometimes
is restricted to certain classes of models, e.g., to those satisfying certain axioms, or to natural or tree models. For the
sake of simplicity, we will restrict ourself to natural models
in this section. However, all results apply to tree models as
well. To be able to talk about propositions and actions, we
assume that the transition from one point to the next carries
a unique label a E 7l.
Also, the syntactical notion of provability sometimes
is parametrised to a certain proof-system. In this section,
we will use Hilbert-style proof-systems, consisting of a
set of axioms and derivation rules. Usually, axioms and
derivation rules contain propositional variables q E Q
and a substitution rule allowing consistent replacement
of propositional variables with formulas. (Conceptually,
propositional variables are not the same as propositions,
though many authors do not distinguish between these syntactic categories.)
To complicate things even more, there are two notions
of validity of a formula: local validity (U,I, wo)
cp,
where the evaluation point is given, and universal validity
(U, I)
cp. Traditionally, focus has been on complete
axioms for universal validity rather than for the local version; proofs are much simpler. Thus, we are interested in
formulas which are valid in all models at all points.
One of the major concerns after defining a logical language and its models is to find an adequate proof-system
for the logic, i.e. one which is both correct and complete.
That is, for any wand cp,

F

F

• if wI- cp, then w11- cp (Correctness), and
• if w11- cp, then wI- cp (Completeness).
Why should these statements be valid?
Correctness should be clear: We don't want to be able
to "prove" false statements. Usually coqectness is very
easy to show, we just have to show that the axioms are
valid, and that the derivation rules only allow to deduce
valid formulas from valid formulas.
Completeness is in most cases much harder to show, if
not impossible. So, why is it important to show completeness? Firstly, we would like to make sure that any specification which is satisfied by a program can be proved from
the program axioms, provided the specification is expressible in the logic. Secondly, and more important, in many
cases decision algorithms for automated verification can be
obtained from the completeness proofs.

Deductions in Multimodal Logic
To illustrate the basic idea, we start with a deductive system for multimodal logic for natural models. A number of
36

similar proofs can be found in [2]. We use the following
axioms and rules:
(taut)
(MP)
(N)
(K)
(U)
(L)

propositional tautologies
p, (p ~ q) I- q

q I- [a]q
I- [a]p /\ [a](p ~ q) ~ [a]q
I- (a)q ~ [a]q
I- (a)q ~ [b],q for a "# b
To prove wI- cp we have to give a derivation of cp from the

assumptions w, i.e., a sequence of formulas such that the
last element of this sequence is cp, and every element of this
sequence is either from w, or a substitution instance of an
axiom, or the substitution instance of the consequence of
a rule, where all premisses of the rule for this substitution
appear already in the derivation.
As an example, let us assume (p ~ q) and derive
some consequences:
1.

p~ q

2.

[a](p ~ q)
[a](p ~ q) ~ ([a]p ~ [a]q)
[a]p ~ [a]q

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

,q -:-+ ,p

[a],q ~ [a],p
(a)p ~ (a)q

(ass)
(1, N)
(K, taut)
(2,3,MP)
(1)
(5)
(6)

Lines (4) and (7) form the basis for an inductive proof of
the following replacement and monotonicity rules:
(repl) p f-t q I- cp(p) f-t cp(q), and
(mon) p ~ q I- cp(p) ~ cp(q).
(mon) requires that cp( q) is positive in q, that is, that every occurrence of q is under an even number of negation
signs (an exact definition will be given in section 9). For
example, [a]q, (a)q, q /\ [a](q V (a)q) are all positive in q.
Using these rules, we prove that (L) is equivalent to

[a].l V [b].l:
1.
(a)q ~ [b],q
2. (a),.l ~ [b],,.l
3.
[a].l V [b].l

(L)
(1)

(2,repl)

And the other direction:

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

.l ~ ,q
[a]..L ~ [a],q
(a)q ~ ,[a]..L
,[a]..L ~ [b]..L
[b]..L ~ [b],q
(a}q ~ [b],q

(taut)
(4, mon)
(5)
(3)

(4, mon)
9.
(6,7,8)
As a more practical example, let us derive from the assumptions
set ~ (V),set
and
,set ~ (P)set V (V),set
the property

[P][P]..L.
The assumptions can be seen as describing the actions of a
semaphore with two states, set and ,set, which allows
to be set with a P-operation when it is not set, and to be
freed with a ¥-operation when it is either set or not set.
The given property describes that there are never two P
operations in a row.
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1.
..l -+ [P]..l
(taut)
2.
[P]..l-+ [P][P]..l
(1,mon)
3.
(V)T-+ [P)..l
(L)
(V),set -+ (V) T
(mon)
4.
5.
(V),set -+ [P)..l
(3,4)
(V),set -+ [P][P]..L
(2,5)
6.
(P)(V),set -+ (P)(P]..l
(5,mon)
7.
8.
set -+ (V),set
(ass)
set-+ [P][P]..l
(6,8)
9.
(8,mon)
10. (P)set -+ (P)(V),set
(7,10)
11. (P)set-+ (P)[P]..l
(U)
12. (P)[P)..l-+ [P][P]..L
13. (P)set-+ [P][P]..L
(11,12)
14. ( (P)set V (V),set) -+ [P][P]..1(6,13)
15. ,set -+ (P)set V (V),set
(ass)
16. ,set -+ [P][P]..l
(14,15)
(9,16)
17. (set V ,set)-+ [P][P]..l
18. [P][P]..l
(17)
As we see, even in such relatively easy examples it can be
quite cumbersome to find a Hilbert-style proof "by hand";
it should be possible to conduct these proofs automatically.
This will be the topic of the next section!
Let us argue about the correctness of our deduction
rules. (taut) and (MP) are immediately clear. (N) is the so
called necessitation rule. Its validity depends on the universal interpretation of validity: If some formula is true in
every point of a model, it is true in every point which is the
a-successor of some other point in that model. (K) is the
classical Kripke-axiom which holds for all normal modal
logics. If in all accessible points p holds, and in all accessible points (p -+ q) holds, then in all accessible points q
must hold. (U) is the axiom describing that the next-step
relation is univalent: If there is any successor satisfying
q, then all successors satisfy q. This holds because at any
given moment, there is at most one successor which can be
reached. While this is true for natural models, it does not
hold for trees or other branching structures. (L) finally is
an additional axiom for the labelling of the next-step relation by transition relations. If some a-successor satisfies q,
then the next state is determined by an a-step, hence it is
not a b-step, and all states reachable by a b-step are false.
Again, this only holds because we are considering natural
models (i.e. paths through a Kripke model, not the Kripke
model as such).

Completeness of Multimodal Logic
The classical way to prove completeness is the so-called
Henkin/Hasenjager construction. A set '1r of formulas is inconsistent with•. if there is a finite subset {VJ1, ... , VJn} ~
lP such that• 1- {·VJ1 V ... V,VJ71 ). To prove completeness,
we have to show
(*) Every formula consistent with • is satisfiable in a
model validating •.
For, if• Ir- cp, then no model validating• satisfies { ,cp};
therefore with (*) it follows that { ,cp} is inconsistent with
•. hence• I- 'P· (Without loss of generality, we can assume here • to be consistent with itself, or else • Ir- 'P
holds).
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. Thus, the task is to construct a model for a given consistent set of formulas. Lindenbaum 's extension lemma
states that for any formula 'P which is consistent with •
there exists a maximal ~onsistent set w0 such that 'P E wo
and •. ~ wo: Start with • U { 'P }; for every formula VJ
accordmg to a fixed enumeration add either VJ or ,VJ to w
whichever is consistent with the set constructed so far.
'
The canonical model for• is (U,I, w), where
• U is the set of maximal consistent sets which include

••

• I(a) ~ {(wo, w1) I q E w1-+ (a)q E w0 }, and
• I(p) ~ {wo Ip E wo}, and
• w is any element from U such that 'PE w.
For every wo E U of our canonical model and every a E 'R,
there is at most one w1 with (w0 , w 1) E I(a). For, assume
(wo, w1) E I(a) and (wo, wD E I(a). Then, there must
be a formula VJ such that VJ E w 1 and VJ ¢. w~, or else
w1
w~. Since w~ is maximal, ·VJ E w~. Therefore
(a)VJ E wo and (a),VJ E wo. But, this is a contradiction to
the consistency of wo: axiom U requires that if (a)VJ E w0 ,
then ,(a),VJ E wo.
Similarly, we can show that for every w 0 E U there
is at most one a such that (w0 , w 1) E I(a). The opposite
assumption would lead to a contradiction with axiom L.
The fundamental 'truth' or 'killing' lemma states that
for any formula 'P and maximal consistent set w it holds
that 'PE w iff {U,I, w) F 'P·
In the inductive step for this lemma, we have to show
that (a)cp E wo iff {U,I, wo) F (a)cp. The 'if' direction being a direct consequence of definition and induction
hypothesis, assume that (a)cp E w 0 . We have to find a
maximal consistent set w1 such that (w0 , w 1) E I(a) and
'P E w1. Since I- ((a)cp A (a)VJ) -+ (a)(cp A VJ), the set
{ 'P} U { VJ; I [a]VJ; E w} is consistent. Let w1 be any maximal consistent extension of this set. Then for all VJ E w 1
the formula (a)VJ must be in w 0 (otherwise, a contradiction
could be derived). Therefore (w0 , w 1) E I(a). Since 'PE
w1, the induction hypothesis gives (U,I, w 1) F 'P· Together with (wo, w1) E I(a) we have (U,I, w 0 ) F (a)cp.
Since for the canonical model (U,I, w) it holds that
• ~ w and 'P E w, we proved that {U, I, w) F • and
(U,I, w) F 'P· Thus we have achieved our goal of constructing a natural model for • U { 'P}.

=

Completeness of Temporal Logic
How can this completeness proof be lifted to more expressive logics like LTL?
Let us for the moment focus on temporal logic on natural models with the operators o for the union of all accessibility relations and O for the transitive closure; the extensions for until- and since operators being almost straightforward extensions of the basic ideas.
The relation between o and (a) is fixed by the following axiom:
(nex) I- (a)q -+ oq for all a E 'R,
A close inspection of the semantics of O reveals a fundamental problem:
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Considertheset~ ~ {op, oop, ooop, ... }. Then clearly
~ I~ Orp. However, ~ If Orp, since every proof of Orp
from ~ can use only a limited number of premisses (proofs
are.finite sequences). But, for no finite subset ~o C ·~ the
statement ~o I- Orp holds.
Where does the above completeness proof fail? It is
not possible to find a maximal consistent extension, since
we can not apply an axiom to show the consistency of an
infinite set of premisses.
When dealing with second order concepts like transitive closure we have to limit ourselves to a weaker form of
completeness. Call a logic weakly complete, if for all.finite
~ it holds that ~ I~ 'P implies ~ I- 'P·
In first order logic, the deduction theorem allows to
discard any finite set of assumptions: ,j, I~ 'P iff I~ V,j, -+
'P, where V,j, is the universal closure of ,j,. In temporal
logic, similar deduction theorem holds:

Therefore, to prove weak completeness it suffices to prove
that I~ 'P implies I- 'P·
We use the following axiom set (in addition to the
modal axioms above):
(Rec) I- o(q V Oq)-+ <>q
(Ind) o(p V q) -+ q I- Op-+ q
Dually, this can be written as
(Rec) I- Oq -+ -, o , (q I\ Oq)
(Ind) q -+ -, o ,(p /\ q) I- q -+ Op
These are the so-called Segerberg axioms reflecting the
definition of the transitive closure as the minimal transitive
relation which includes all a E 'R,. (Rec) is the recursion
axiom which can be used to unfold a Box-operator:

Orp -+ -, o ,( 'P /\-, o ,('PI\-, o ,( 'P /\ ..• ))).

(Ind) is the induction axiom which can be used to derive
a property Orp from an invariant ,j,, i.e. from a formula ,j,
for which ,j, -+ [a],j, and ,j, -+ [a]rp are derivable (for all

a E 'R,).
How do these axioms prove completeness of the transitive closure relation? Up to the truth lemma, the proof
is almost the same as for modal logic. But, we only use
finite maximal consistent sets: we start with a single (finite) consistent formula 'P for which we have to construct
a model. Define the notion of extended sub1ormula of 'P
(sometimes also called Fisher-Ladner closure) as follows:
• 'Pis an extended sub-formula of 'P,
• ,rp is an extended sub-formula of 'P, if 'Pis not of form
·'P''
• rp 1 and rp 2 are extended sub-formulas of ( 'Pl -+ 'P2),
(thus 'Pis an extended sub-formula of ,rp)
• 'P is an extended sub-formula of o'P,
• orp is an extended sub-formula of <>rp, and
• o<>rp is an extended sub-formula of <>rp
For any given formula, there are finitely many different
extended sub-formulas. Now, a consistent set of formulas is called finitely maximal, if it is maximal with respect
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to extended sub-formulas; that is, for every extended subformula ,j, of 'P, either ,j, or ,,j, is in the finitely maximal
consistent set.
In the proof of the truth lemma we additionally have
to show
<>rp E wo iff (U,I, wo) F Orp.
One direction again is easy: If Orp E w0 , then Orp must
be in any finitely maximal consistent set reachable from
wo by any number of steps, because the recursion axiom
forces-, o ,Orp to be in wo, and hence Orp is in every w1
with (wo, w1) E I(a).
The other direction follows from the induction axiom:
Assume that Orp E wo, but no finitely maximal consistent
set reachable from wo has 'P in it. Let q, 1, ... , q, n be all different finitely maximal consistent sets in the same strongly
connected component as w 0 , and q, ~ q, 1 V ••• V q, n, where
q, i ~ A{,J, I ,j, E q,i} (remember that the q, i are finite).
Then
• I- wo -+ q,, since wo is one of the q,i of which q, is
composed. Furthermore,
• I- q, -+ •'P, since ,rp was assumed to hold in the
whole component. Finally,
• I- q, -+ -, o -,q,, since q, consists of all finitely maximal consistent sets in this component.
Putting these parts together, we have a contradiction, since
the induction axiom gives I- w0 -+ O,rp, but 0'() E w0 •
A detailed exposition of this proof can be found in [7].

Completeness of the µ-calculus
We just briefly indicate how the above axioms can be extended for µTL.
(Recv) I- vq rp( q) -+ rp( vq rp( q))
(lndv) q-+ 'P(q) I- q -+ vp rp(p)
The recursion and induction axiom can be obtained as
special cases of these very general axioms by defining
Op~ vq A[Oi](p I\ q).
The above completeness proof can be adapted to show
completeness for a certain subclass of monotonic µTL formulas, the aconjunctive ones.
The problem of completeness of these axioms for all
µTL formulas had been open for more than a decade until
it was solved in [13]. It can be shown that for any formula
there exists an equivalent aconjunctive formula. Thereby
it suffices to derive this aconjunctive formula from the axioms in order to prove any given formula.
This proof also applies to tree models. In general,
however, for each class of models under consideration the
completeness question has to be solved independently.

6 Decision Procedures
In this section we derive decision procedures for some of
the logics introduced above. We already indicated that the
decision procedures will be extracted from the completeness proofs of the previous section. In the next section,
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this line of thought is continued to derive model checking
algorithms from the decision procedures.
Given a set ~ of assumptions, and a formula cp. We
want to decide whether ~ I~ cp, which by completeness
is the same as ~ I- cp. Now ~ I~ cp iff ~ U { ,cp} is
(universally) unsatisfiable. Hence we need an algorithm
which, given a set of formulas, decides whether this set
has a model or not.

Modal Decision Algorithms
We considered completeness of modal logic (with (a)operators) and of temporal logic (with operators o and 0).
The completeness proof of temporal logic depended on the
fact that we could use finite maximal consistent sets to construct our model. For multimodal logic, we allowed infinite sets of assumptions because we wanted to show strong
completeness. If we restrict ourselves to the weak notion
of completeness ( ~ I~ cp => ~ I- cp for finite ~ ), then
also here it is not necessary that maximal consistent sets
are maximal in the space of all formulas. It is sufficient
to consider maximality with respect to all extended subformulas of the given consistent set.
Let us quickly recall the definition of extended subformula for multimodal formulas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SF(_L) ~ {_L}
SF((cp-+ ,p)) ~ {(cp-+ ,p)} U SF(cp) U SF(,p)
SF(p) ~ {p}
SF((a)cp) ~ {(a)cp} U SF(cp)
NSF(cp) ~ {,,p I VJ E SF(cp)}
ESF(cp) ~ SF(cp) UNSF(cp)
ESF(~) ~ U{ESF(cp) I 'PE~}

The modal formulas in w determine the structure of
the accessibility relation(s) in any model for~. if such a
model exists. There are two approaches to construct these
accessibility relations.
The first, 'local' algorithm, is tableaux-based. Start
with the set wo, ... , Wn of all propositionally maximal consistent sets which include ~ and try to systematically extend one of these to a model. Given a propositionally maximal consistent set Wi, if it does not contain any formula
(a),p, we are finished. If it contains both some (a)'r/J 1 and
some (b)'r/J 2, then this set is unsatisfiable (because we are
considering models in which the labelling of any arc from
some point is unique); thus we backtrack. Otherwise, there
is exactly one a such that some formulas (a)'r/J E Wi. Construct the sets, w! ~ {'r/J I (a)1/J E wi} U { ,'r/J I ,(a)1/J E
Wi} and w? ~ w; U ~ (We are considering linear accessibility relations and universal consequence!). There
are finitely many propositionally maximal consistent extensions Wi.1, ... , Wi.n of
If
is not propositionally consistent, then there is
0): backtrack. Otherwise, reno such extension (n
curse with all propositionally maximal consistent. extensions wi.j of Wi and continue ad infinitum. No wait; that
might take too long. Since there are only finitely many
propositionally consistent sets, we will hit onto a cycle
sooner or later. In that case, we are also finished: we have
constructed a model consisting of an infinite loop.

w;'.

w;'

=

Modal Tableau Rules

=

Expanding the definition, we see that for any formula cp
(1P1 /\ 1P2) or cp = (1P1 V VJ2), all {,pi, 1P2, •1P1, •1P2} ~

ESF(cp).
For any finite~. there are only finitely many different
extended subformulas, and hence only finitely many sets
of extended subformulas. Any such set is called maximal
with respect to~. if for any ,p E ESF(~). either 1/J E w
or,'r/J E w.
Call such a set w of subformulas propositionally consistent, if
J_ ¢ w, and
if ('r/J 1 -+ 1P2) E ESF(cp) then
(1P1 -+ 1P2) E w iff "Pl E w implies 'r/J2 E w.
That is, if ('r/J 1 -+ ,p 2) E w then •1P1 E w or 'r/J2 E w,
and ifone of ,,p 1, 'r/J 2 E w then (1P1 -+ 1P2) E w. Again,
expanding the definitions we see that
• for any ('r/J1 /\ 1P2) E ESF( cp),
( 1P1 /\ 1P2) E w iff both 1P1 E wand 'r/J2 E w,
• for any (1P1 V 'r/J2) E ESF( cp ),
(1P1 V 1P2) E w iff ,p1 E w or 1P2 E w.
Any propositionally maximal consistent sets is "consistent
for propositional logic": if we consistently replace any
modal formula in w by a new proposition, then the resulting set of formulas is satisfiable in propositional logic. A
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satisfying propositional interpretation is given by I(p) ~

true iff p E w.

Before giving a example, we give a set of tableau rules
which can be seen as another formulation of this idea. A
large number of similar tableau rules for all sorts of modal
logics can be found in [5].
Let ~ be the set of formulas whose satisfiability we
have to check. r is any set of formulas;

(-+)

r, ('r/J1 -+ 1/J2)
r, ·1/J1
r, 1P2

(_1_ ) r, 1/J, ·'r/J

1

<·-+) r, ,('r/J1 -+ 'r/J2)
r, 1/Ji, ·1/J2

(_1_ ) ~

*

2

<··)

(L) r, (a)'r/J1, (b)1/J2

*

r, -,,1/J

*

r,,p
((·)) r, (a)cp1, ... , (a)cpn, ,(a)1/J1, ... , ,(a)'r/Jm
~,'Pl, ... , 'Pn, •"Pl,···, •'r/Jm
Derived rules:

(V)

r,('r/J1 V'r/J2)
r, 'r/J1
r, 'r/J2

(/\) r,('r/J1A'r/J2)
r, 'r/J1, 'r/J2
(,(a)) r, ,(a)'r/J
r, [a],1/J

r

(8)=

(,V) r,.('r/J1 V1/J2)
r, ·1P1, ,'r/J2
(,/\)

r,.('r/J1A'r/J2)
r, ·1P1
r, ,'r/J2
(,[a]) r, ,[a)1/J
r, (a),'r/J

(L') r, (a)1/J1, [b)'r/J2
(U) r, (a)'r/J1, [a)1/J2
r, (a),p1
r, (a),p1, (a)1/J2
The tableau rules allow to derive a set of sets of formulas from any set of formulas. Additional regulations are:
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• Rule (~) can only be applied if ,P2 '# J_
• Rules ( (-)) and (8) can only applied if no other rule is
applicable.
• Rule ((·})can only be applied if no other (a}¥' or ,(a},µ
is in r
• Rule (8) can only be applied if no (a}¥' is in r
A tableau is a finite tree of sets of formulas such that
• The root of the tableau is ~, and
• The successors of each node are constructed according
to some tableau rule.
A leaf is called closed, if it consists of the symbol *· It is
called open, if it consists of a subset of formulas of some
other node on the path from the root to this leaf. (In particular, if rule ( (·}) regenerates the root ~, the new leaf is open.
Also, any empty node constructed by rule (8) is open). A
tableau is completed, if any leaf is closed or open. A completed tableau is successful, if it contains an open leaf.
The tableau rules are formulated in a nondeterministic
way, since we did not specify any order in which the rules
have to be applied. Nevertheless all tableaus for a given
formula are equivalent: If ~ has any successful tableau,
then every completed tableau for ~ is successful.
Adequacy of the Modal Tableau Procedure
~ is satisfiable iff ~ has a successful tableau.
The proof of this statement is more or less straightforward: Assume ~ is satisfiable in a natural model M ~
((w 0 , w1 , w2 , ••• ),I, tqo), and show that there is a tableau
for ~ with an open leaf. Equivalently, assume that any
tableau for ~ is given, and show that it contains an open
leaf. We construct a sequence of tableau nodes n;, and
associate a point w(n;) in the model with any n;. As an
invariant of this construction, we show that for all formulas ,p E n; it holds that w(n;) F ,p. Initially no is the
root of the tableau, with w(no) ~ wo. Since wo F ~.
the invariant is satisfied. Given any tableau node n; with
w( n;) w;, no closing rules can be applicable, because
this would contradict the invariant. Assume the successor of Wi is constructed by rule ( • ~) or ( ,,). Then
w(n;+i) ~ w;, and the invariant is preserved. If two successors of Wi are constructed by rule (~ ), then any one
of them is chosen which preserves the invariant, and again
w( n;+l) ~ w;. If n; has a successor obtai'ned by rule ( (·) ),
then w(n;+i) ~ W;+l· The specific formulation of the
rule guarantees that the invariant is preserved. Since the
tableau is finite, and we can never apply one of the closing
rules, we must hit onto an open leaf sooner or later.
For the other direction, we have to show that from any
tableau with open leafs we can construct a model. The
construction is similar to above. We consider the unfolding
of the tableau, which is the tree arising from the repeated
substitution of any open leaf with the subtableau rooted at
the node subsuming this open leaf. If the tableu contains
open leafs, then the unfolding contains infinite paths. In the
unfolding, call any node whose successor is constructed
by rule (f)) or (8) a pre-state. The set of pre-states of any
infinite path from the root constitutes an infinite model.

=
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As an example for the tableau construction, we again
prove [P][P]J_ from the assumptions

~

= {(s ~ (V),s), (,s ~ (P)s V (V},s)}.

A formula is valid, if its negation is unsatisfiable; hence
we start the tableau with (s ~ (V),s), (,s ~ (P)s V
(V),s), and (P}(P)T.

~' (P}(P)T
,s, (P}s, (P}(P)T
(V),s, (P}(P)T
~' s, (P}T
*
s, (V),s, (P) T

*

*
Here the dots indicate a number of other branches
closed by rule (L). In the completed tableau, since every
leaf is closed, the original formula [P] [P] J_ follows from
the assumptions~This example exhibits the connection between the tableau method and the local satisfiability algorithm sketched
above: The propositional tableau rules systematically generate all necessary propositionally maximal consistent extensions of a given set of formulas, and the modal rules fix
the structure of the accessibility relations in the generated
model graph.

Global Modal Satisfiability
The second, 'global' algorithm for testing satisfiability of a
set of formulas starts with the set W of all propositionally
maximal consistent sets and the universal relation for any
(a) operator. We first delete all nodes which contain both
some (a)'t/J1 and (b)'t/J2. Then we iteratively delete 'bad
arcs' and 'bad nodes' until stabilisation is reached. Bad
arcs are pairs (wo, w1) E I(a) such that w0 contains (b}1/J'
for some b '# a, or (a),p or [a]1/J, but it is not the case that
'Ip E w1. Bad nodes wo contain a formula (a)1/J, but there
does not (or no longer) exist a tuple (w 0 , w1) E I(a) with
"P E w1. The given formula set ~ is satisfiable iff upon
termination there is a node n left in which it is included

(~

~

n).

Since this algorithm iterates on all nodes and on all
subformulas, we can implement it by a search on all nodes,
with nested iteration on all subformulas of this node, or by
a bottom up iteration on all diamond-subformulas, where
we check all node whether they are 'bad' with respect to
this subformula. In both cases, it is important to re-iterate
after some deletions have taken place, until stabilisation is
reached.
As a simple example for global satisfaction, we show
the result of constructing all models for (a)(p /\ (b)p).
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imal consistent sets and the universal relation for any (a}
operator, and delete bad arcs and bad nodes until stabilisation is reached. Here, bad arcs are pairs (w0 , w1 ) E I(a)
such that wo contains [a],p, but it is not the case that
,p E w1. Bad nodes wo contain a formula (a},p, but there
does not (or no longer) exist a tuple (wo, w1 ) E I(a) with

,PE

( a ~ ()p)
(b)p

...,

(The starred ovals indicate points whicl' are connected to
all other points in the picture.)

W1,

Hence, on the multimodal level, it appears that for natural models the local algorithm is simpler, whereas for tree
models the global algorithm is easier to implement. In fact,
many automatic provers for linear time are tableau based,
and many provers for branching time are global. However,
the average complexity in both cases depends largely on
the structure of the formulas which are to be proven.

Tableaus for LTL
Decidability for Branching Time
It is almost obvious how to extend both of the above approaches for branching time, i.e., for tree models in which
every point can have arbitrarily many successors for each
accessibility relation.
In the "local approach", we build a tree of trees:
Again, we start with the set wo, ... , w" of all propositionally maximal consistent sets which include ~- By
backtracking, we try to extend one of these to a tree
model. Given a propositionally maximal consistent set
w,, if it does not contain any formula (a),p, this branch
of the tree is finite. In contrast to linear models, the set
{(a},p1, (b},p 2 } can be satisfied by constructing two succontains diamond-formulas
cessor qodes. In general, if
,p 1 , ... , ,µ11 , there will be n successor nodes of
in the
constructed tree model. Let S(w,) be the set of all ntuples ('1' 1, ... , '1'11 ) of propositionally maximal consistent
sets satisfying
If 1/J;
(a),p, then 'Ir; is any maximal consistent
extension of ,p U { ,p' I [a],p' E w,.}.
Every n-tuple in S( w,.) determines a set of possible
tree-successors of
in the constructed tree; therefore we
have to recurse and backtrack on all elements of all of these
n-tuples. Formally, a leaf
is open if it is included in
some node above, or if for some n-tuple ('1'1, ... , ..Pn) E
S( Wi), all ..P.. are open.
To formulate this procedure with tableaus, we use nondetermined tableau rules: For any given formula, there can
be both successful and unsuccessful tableaus. The formula
is satisfiable, if there is at least one successful tableau.
(Thus, in the worst case, all possible tableaus have to be
checked.) We only give the rules which are different from
above:

w,.

w,

=

w,

w,

r,w
(0) ~,'1'1
~,Wn
= {(a1},p1, ... , (an},/)11 }, no (a},p is in r, and
~ {,pi} u {,p I [a..],P Er}.
where ..P

w,

It seems to be much easier to abridge the 'global' algorithm for satisfiability testing to the branching paradigm.
Again, we start with the set W of all propositionally max-
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Can we extend these methods for transitive closure operators?
Firstly, in the definition of extended subformula, all ocp
should be regarded as extended subformula of the formula
Ocp. Furthermore, we define also oOcp to be an extended
subformula of Ocp. We have to be a bit careful to avoid a
nonterminating recursion in the algorithmic reformulation
of the recursive definition:
• SF(..i) ~ ..1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SF((cp ~ ,p)) ~ {(cp ~ ,p)} U SF(cp) U SF(,p)
SF(p) ~ {p}
SF(ocp) ~ {ocp} U SF(cp)
SF(Ocp) ~ {Ocp, ocp} U SF(cp)
TSF(cp) ~ SF(cp) U {oO,p, o,O,p I O,p E SF(cp)}
NSF(cp) ~ {,,p 11/J E TSF(cp)}
ESF(cp) ~ SF('P) U NSF(cp)
ESF(~) ~ U{ESF('P) I cp E ~}

Now, this definition of extended subformula guarantees
that for any O,p in w,., all possible successors will contain
O,p or ,O,p as well.
For LTL on natural models, we try to construct a linear path through the space of all propositionally maximal
consistent sets by depth-first-search. If a node
contains
some formula O,p, but no formula o,p', we can discard it,
because the eventuality O,p is not fulfilled. Also, if some
candidate successor
of node
with O,p E
contains
,O,p and ,,P, we can discard
But, if
contains O,p
again,· this unsatisfied eventuality could be propagated, resulting in a cycle where the fulfilment of Ocp is infinitely
delayed. The solution is to require that a backward loop
only can be regarded as open, if for any O,p which occurs
in any w, in the loop, there must be a w; in the loop such
that ,p E w;.
For the tableau, we add the rules:

w,

wi

(o)

r, (a1},P

w,
wi.

r, o,p
...

wi

w,

r, (a,,.),p

r, • 0 ,P
r, ,(a1),P, ... , ,(an),P
O)
r, O,p
< O)
r, .o,p
( r, o(,p V O,p)
r, • 0 (,p V O,p)
{,o)

1
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These rules are based on the unfolding of the o- and
<>-operators:
• o,p ++ Va (a),p

• O,p ++ o( ,p V O,p)
Additionally we have to require that a leaf is only called
open, if for all formulas <>,J, occurring in it, the formula ,p
is contained in some node between the leaf and its subsuming ancestor (loop condition).
As an example for the loop condition, we show that
the formula <> l. is unsatisfiable:
<>l.
o(l. V 01.)
(a1)(.l V 01.)
(an)(l. v <>l.)

l.

l. V 01.
<>l.

*.

*

J_

*

l. v <>l.
<>l.

*

Each left branch closes because of rule (l.), each right
branch is closed because it forms a loop with unsatisfied
eventuality <> l..
Equally, forU(,/J1, 1P2) and -U(,J,1, 1P2), there are two
tableau rules based on the fixed point unfolding of the Uoperator:
• U(,/J1,1P2) ++ o(,J,1 V,/J2 /\U(,J,1,1P2))
There is a close connection between the tableau decision
procedure and w-automata: The pre-states in the tableau
can be seen as states of a generalised Biichi-automaton.
The set of open leafs forms the acceptance condition, and
the recurrence condition is given as follows: For every
subformula U( ,J, 1, ,J, 2), either it is infinitely often not contained in the accepting run, or ,J,1 is contained infinitely
often. This can be formulated as generalised Biichiacceptance condition.
Satisfiability for CTL
To conclude, we quickly sketch the necessary modifications for the CTL-transitive closure operators AU and EU.
in the global satisfiability procedure. In modal logic, a 'bad
node' was defined to be one which contains (a),p, but no
a-successor has ,p. For CTL, a node is bad, if it contains
AU(,J, 1, ,p 2) or EU(,p 1 , 1"2), but does not satisfy this requirement. To check this, for all such subformulas we iteratively mark all nodes whether they satisfy the respective
requirement:
A node satisfies AU (,J, 1, ,J, 2), if all successors satisfy
1"1 or ,P2 and AU(,J,1, 1"2). A node satisfies EU(,J,1, ,p 2),
if some successor satisfies 1"1 or 1"2 and EU (1"1, 1"2).
Thus, to delete all bad nodes for the subformula
AU(,p 1, ,p 2), we mark all good nodes which satisfy this
formula: Initially, we mark all nodes for which all successors (if any) contain ,p 1. Then we continue to mark all
nodes for which all successors contain ,p 1, or contain ,p 2
and are already marked. After stabilisation is reached, we
can delete all unmarked nodes which contain AU(,J, 1, ,J, 2).
Analogously, for the subformula EU(,p 1 , ,J, 2) we initially mark all nodes which have a successor containing ,J, 1.
Then we repeat until stabilisation to mark all nodes which
have a successor containing ,J,1, or containing ,J, 2 and be-
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ing already marked. Again, after stabilisation all unmarked
nodes containing EU. (v, 1, ,J,2) are no good.

7 Basic Model Checking Algorithms
In this section, we will show how the most commonly used
model checking procedures can be obtained from the satisfiability algorithms we considered above.
Decision procedures can be used to construct a proof
or counter-model for any correctness statement cp about
a model M by encoding M as a set of assumptions (or
premisses, or program axioms) ~, and deciding whether
~ I- cp. However, some experiments will quickly convince
you that a muve approach of doing so is doomed to failure.
Usually, the program axioms all have a very special form,
such as
state_i --+ (osucc_il V · · · V osucc_in)
in a linear time modelling, or
state_i --+ ((a1)succ_il /\···A (an)succ_in)
in a branching time approach. The decision procedure in
general can not take advantage of this special form of the
assumptions, and will in every step break down all assumptions to its basic propositional components. This results in
a very inefficient behaviour; usually only very small systems can be verified and debugged that way.
Therefore, model checking algorithms avoid the encoding of the models as a set of program axioms; they use
the models directly instead. Model checking tries to determine whether a given specification formula is satisfied in
a given Kripke model, i.e., whether a natural or tree model
satisfying the formula can be generated from it.
There are two variants of this task, depending on
whether the universal or initial definition of satisfaction
of a formula in a model is used. In the initial definition, a Kripke model, consisting of universe U, transition relation(s) defined by I, and initial point w 0 E U,
is given, and we have to check whether the formula cp
is satisfied: (U,I, wo) F cp. In the universal definition,
we are given universe and transition relation, and want to
know whether the formula is satisfied in all points w of
the universe: (U, I) F cp iff for all 1.410 E U it holds that
(U,I, wo) F cp; Equivalently, we want to know whether
the set of points satisfying the formula is the whole universe; therefore we need an algorithm which calculates the
set of points S(U, I, cp) ~ {w I (U, I, w) F cp} in which
a given formula is satisfied.
Of course, any algorithm which calculates S(U, I, cp)
can also be used to decide whether (U,I, w 0 ) F cp holds:
- (U,I, wo) F cp iff wo E S(U,I, cp). Vice versa, if we
have an efficient algorithm for (U,I, w 0 ) F cp, we can
calculate S(U, I, cp) by an iteration on all states. Thus, in
theory there is not much difference between both variants;
practically, the initial definition corresponds more or less
to the local methods for satisfiability, whereas the universal
definition fits more to the global methods.
However, in both cases we usually are given a set
of global assumptions ~ together with the Kripke-model.
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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'Jbese global assumptions are assumed to hold in the whole
model; i.e., they restrict the model to those parts where
they are valid. For example, an w-automaton can be regarded as a Kripke model, together with global eventuality and fairness assumptions (acceptance and recurrence
set). Global assumptions can be formulated in the same
language in which the formula to be checked is specified;
however, there have been suggested "mixed" approaches,
where e.g. the global assumptions are described in LTL
and the property is described in CTL.

Local Modal Model Checking
Given a Kripke model M = (U, I, wo), a finite set ~
of ML-formulas as global assumptions, and a property 'P
given as ML-formula. Model checking means to answer
the question: "Does every natural model generated from
Min w0 which globally satisfies ~ also satisfy cp in wo ?"
Or, equivalently, "Is there a sequence generated from M
in w 0 which satisfies ~ in every point, and satisfies ,cp in

wo?"
There is a pitfall here which can easily be overlooked:
Without additional assumptions, any set of formulas containing only formulas in which each outmost modal operator is a [a]-operator is immediately satisfiable! This is
because we did not require sequences generated from the
Kripke-model to be maximal; any one-point sequence is
a legally generated natural model. To restrict the model
checking procedure to infinite sequences, an assumption
V" (a) T has to be added.
A local model checking procedure for multimodal
logic can be obtained by building the product of the set
of propositionally maximal consistent sets with the set of
states of the model. Similar to our proceeding in the decision procedure, we restrict attention to those propositionally maximal consistent sets m which include ~.
Formally, an atom a is any pair (w, m), where w EU
is a point, and m ~ ESF( 'P) is a locally maximal consistent set including ~, and w and m agree on the interpretation of propositions. That is, if p E ESF('fJ), then p Em
iff w E I(p).
An initial atom is any atom a
(wo, mo), where
w0 is the initial state of M, and ,cp E mo. For
each a E 'R,, we define a relation Xa between atoms:
Xa((w, m), (w', m')) iff
1. (w, w') E I(a),
2. if ,(a),J, Em, then ,,J, Em',
3. if (a),J, Em, then ,J, E m',
4. for nob f:. a is some (b),J, Em.
5. some (a),J, Em.
The first condition reflects the fact that the steps in the generated sequence are predetermined by the Kripke model
(system to be ,verified). The second condition is imposed
by the semantics of the [a]-operator; the third and fourth
condition are reformulations of the axioms (U) and (L),
respectively,. and the corresponding tableau rules ( (·)) and
(L). The .fifth condition allows the generated sequence to
be finite when all diamonds are killed, even if the model
has continuation states in it.

=
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Now we can construct a forest of atoms as follows:
• initial nodes are all initial atoms
• any node a has as successors all a' such that

Xa(a, a')
Since for any finite Kripke-model there are only finitely
many atoms, each branch in this forest can be made finite
by appropriate backward arcs. Similar to the tableau definition, a leaf is called open, if it has no (a) formulas in its
m-component; otherwise, it is closed.
An accepting path through the resulting structure
starts with any initial node and is either infinite or ends
with an open leaf. Any accepting path is a sequence generated from the Kripke model which satisfies the given formula ,cp, thereby forming a counterexample to the specification cp.
To implement the search for an accepting path, we perform a depth-first search with backtracking from the set
of initial atoms to all of its X -successors. In order to be
able to terminate loops in this search, we have to store all
atoms which were encountered previously. Though there
are several possibilities to represent such a set of atoms, the
method of choice seems to be to employ a hash table. It is
not necessary to use all components of m as hash indices,
since boolean combinations of formulas can be recovered
from their constituent parts.
In the depth-first search, we have to remove closed
atoms from the list of possible loop points. A better way is
to mark these nodes as closed while backtracking; then the
search will not recurse again if such an atom reappears.
In general, since we are only looking for some countermodel, we can terminate the search if a counter-model is
found. Although in the worst case (if no counter-model
exists) the whole forest must be searched, there is a chance
to find errors very quickly by an appropriate ordering of
the depth-first search successors.

Extensions for LTL
We have seen that the local model checking algorithm for
multimodal logic is almost the same algorithm as the local tableau decision procedure. Similarly, the local model
checking for LTL is very close to its respective satisfiability algorithm. Again, we first give the version for a logic
which contains o and 0-operators, and then show how to
extend this for U -operators.
Also, we do not consider additional assumptions in
this subsection, since with D-operator we can dispose any
finite set ofLTL-assumptions: ~ Ir- cp iff Ir- D~--+- cp.
In the definition of Xa((w, m), (w', m')) we additionally require
6. if O,J, E m, then ,J, E m' or O,J, E m'
7. if ,O,J, E m, then ,,J, E m' and ,O,J, E m'
Similar as for modal logic, we try to thread an accepting
path through the graph of atoms which arises from this
definition. A leaf is open, if it neither contains any o,J,,
nor any 0,J,. In contrast to modal logic, however, we can
only accept a path in which in addition to the 'killing' of
all o,J, by the next-step relation each occurrence of a O,p
is eventually 'killed'. And, unlike in the tableau decision
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method, we can not guarantee that several diamonds are
simultaneously satisfied in some single loop. For example,
an atom a might contain O,J,1, O,J,2, some successor a1 of
a contains ,J,1 but not ,J, 2, and some other successor a2 of
a contains ,J, 2 but not t/J1, Hence, a loop from a1 to a is
non-accepting, because it does not fulfil the eventuality ,J,2,
and a loop from a2 to a is non-accepting, because it does
not fulfil the eventuality ,J, 1. But, of course, any path which
infinitely often passes through both a1 and a2 is accepting.
In general, we have to consider maximal strongly connected components of the transitive closure of all Xa. A
maximal SCC is a set g of atoms, such that for each two
a, a' E g there exists a finite path a, a1, ... , an, a' connecting a and a', and all a which can be reached from g
and lead into g are contained in g. Call such a maximal
SCC g self-fulfilling, if for any O,J, in some a E g there
exists some a' E g with ,J, E a'. Now an accepting path
is one which starts in some initial atom and either ends in
an open leaf or infinitely often passes through all atoms of
a self-fulfillingmaximal sec.
Adequacy of this procedure: ,cp is satisfiable in the
model iff there exists such an accepting path.
For U-operators, each positive occurrence U(,J,1, ,J,2)
is an eventuality which has to be fulfilled at some point;
thus the SCC g is defined to be self-fulfilling, if for any
U(,J, 1, ,J, 2 ) in some a E g there exists some a' E g with
,J,1 Ea'.
How can we construct maximal SCCs, and decide
whether they are self-fulfilling? There are two different
algorithms known in the literature. For model checking,
Tarjan's algorithm is particularly well-suited, since it enumerates the strong components of a graph during the backtrack from the depth-first search. Thus model checking
can be performed "online" during the enumeration of the
reachable state space of the model.
In this algorithm the function successors constructs for a given atom alpha the set of all possible
successor atoms according to the transition relation of the
Kripke model and to the fixed point definition
8. U(1/J1, 1/J2) E w iff
1P1 E w' or1/J2 E w' andU(1/J1,1P2) E w'.
The procedure depth_f irs t_search builds recursively all atoms reachable from a given at6m alpha; upon
backtrack alpha is found to be the root of a maximal SCC
iff there are no atoms beta in the subtree below alpha
such that alpha is also in the subtree of beta. In this
case the maximal SCC containing alpha consists of all
nodes in the subtree below alpha, and this maximal SCC
can be checked for acceptance. table is implemented
as a hash table from atoms to natural numbers. table
[alpha] contains
• undefined, as long as atom alpha has not occurred,
• the depth-first-number of alpha, upon first encounter
of alpha,
• the depth-first-number of the first encountered atom
belonging to the same strongly connected component
as alpha, after return from the recursive call, and
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PROGRAM LTL_check(Model m, Formula phi)
Nat depth_first_count .- O;
Atomset stack:={};
Natarray table;
Atomset init := {alpha
alpha is an initial atom of m and phi};
FOR ALL (alpha IN init) DO
depth_first_search (alpha)
ENDDO;
print (''phi is not satisfiable in m'');
PROCEDURE depth_first_search (Atom alpha) =
IF (table [alpha] = UNDEFINED)
Nat dfnumber := depth_first_count;
depth_first_count:=depth_first_count+l;
table [alpha] := dfnumber;
push (stack, alpha);
Atomset succ := successors (alpha);
FOR ALL (beta IN succ) DO
depth_first_search (beta);
table [alpha] :=
min(table [alpha], table [beta])
ENDDO;
IF (table [alpha] = dfnumber)
Formulaset required := {},
fulfilled : = {};
REPEAT
beta := pop (stack);
table [beta] :=MAXNAT;
required := required + {psi_l I
Until(psi_l, psi_2) in beta};
fulfilled :=fulfilled+ beta
UNTIL (alpha= beta);
IF required<= fulfilled
print (''phi satisfiable in rn'');
EXIT;
END IF
END IF
END IF
Figure 1: Depth-first-searr:h LTL model checking algorithm

• rnaxna t (i.e. a value for which the test n < rnaxna t
is always true), after the maximal strong component
containing alpha has been analysed.
The main program calls depth_firsLsearch for all
initial atoms. If during the construction of the atom graph
a maximal final SCC is found, the algorithm reports success; if the whole graph is searched without success we
know that the formula is not satisfiable, and the program
terminates with this result.
The complexity of this algorithm is exponential
(PSPACE) in the number of U-subformulas, because every set of such subformulas determines a locally maximal
consistent set, and linear (NLOGSPACE) in the size of the
Kripke model. The exponential complexity in the length of
the formula is not very problematic, because specification
formulas tend to be rather short. The linear complexity in
the size of the model is a more serious limiting factor, since
in the worst case (i.e., if the formula is unsatisfiable) all
states have to be traversed. Current technology limits the
applicability of such algorithms to models with approxiSACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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mately 10 5 - 106 reachable states. In the last section we
will discuss approaches which try to overcome this limit.

Global Branching Time Model Checking
We omit to detail the modification which are necessary to
adapt the local modal model checking algorithm to branching time logics. Instead, we review the global model
checking algorithm for CTL.
For a given Kripke model, branching time model
checking answers the question: "Does the maximal tree
model generated from the Kripke model M in any state
w0 satisfy the formula cp?" In some sense, this is an easier
question than the one for linear time, because the maximal tree model generated from M is uniquely determined,
whereas each Kripke model generates a set of natural models, and we want to check all of these.
Put differently, the value of each CTL-formula in each
state of the generated tree model is uniquely determined.
In the linear interpretation, from any given point in the
Kripke model there is a set of generated sequences; therefore e.g. the formula O,p can both be true for one of them,
and false for another one. Thus we used the product of
the universe and the set of subformulas in the search for
a counter-sequence. In branching time, any subformula
EF,p or AF,p in any point of a Kripke model is either
true or false, because there is only one maximal tree model
generated from this point.
Consequently, the CTL model checking algorithm
proceeds by marking each point with the set of subformulas valid for this point. I.e., to label the set of points
satisfying cp ~ EU(,p 1, ,p 2 ), suppose we have already labelled the set of points satisfying ,J, 1 and those satisfying ,p 2. We use the fixpoint unfolding EU(,p 1, ,J, 2) +-t
EX(,p1 V 1/J2 /\ EU(1/i1, ,J,2)) and repeat until stabilisation
to label all nodes with cp which have a successor which is
labelled with ,p 1 or with ,p 2 and with cp.
Similarly for cp ~ AU (,J, 1, ,J, 2) we repeat until stabilisation to label all nodes with cp for which all successors
are labelled with ,J, 1 or with ,J, 2 and with cp. A recursive
formulation of this algorithm is given below.
Since the Kripke model has a finite number of points,
each REPEAT stabilises after at most IUI passes. In the
worst case, each pass searches the whole model, hence the
complexity is linear in the number of different subformulas, and cubic in IU j.
However, this bound can be improved if the search is
organised better. Clarke, Emerson and Sistla gave an algorithm which is linear in the size of the model as well.
For the E F-operator, the problem of marking all nodes for
which EFcp holds, given the set of node satisfying cp, is
equivalent to the inverse reachability problem: Given a set
of nodes, mark all nodes from which any finite path leads
into the given set. Assuming that for any two nodes we can
decide in constant time whether they are connected by an
arc, this can be done with time complexity quadratic in the
number of nodes.
PROCEDURE reach (nodeset target): nodeset
source := {}; search := target;
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PROGRAM CTL_check (Model m, Formula phi) =
IF m.w_O IN eval(phi)
THEN print (''phi is satisfied in m'')
ELSE print (''phi not satisfied in m'');
PROCEDURE eval (Formula phi): Nodeset =
CASE phi OF
p: RETURN m.I(p);
false : RETURN{};
(psi_l -> psi_2) :
RETURN m.U-eval(psi_l)+eval(psi_2);
EUntil(psi_l, psi_2) :
epsi_l := eval(psi_l);
epsi_2 := eval(psi_2);
ephi : = {};
REPEAT UNTIL STABILIZATION
ephi := ephi + {s I
succ(s)*(epsi_l+epsi_2*ephi)#{}};
RETURN' ephi;
AUntil(psi_l, psi_2) :
epsi_l := eval(psi_l);
epsi_2 := eval(psi_2);
ephi : = {};
REPEAT UNTIL STABILIZATION
ephi := ephi + {s I
succ(s)<=epsi_l+epsi_2*ephi};
RETURN ephi;
Figure 2: naive CTL model checking algorithm

WHILE search#{} DO
search .- pred (search) - source;
source :=source+ search
ENDDO;
RETURN source;
Every node enters the set search in the WHILE loop
at most once. Moreover, all set operations can be performed in time linear in the size of these sets, i.e., in the
number of nodes; thus the overall complexity is quadratic
in IUI, i.e., linear in the size of the Kripke model.
For the EU-operator, this idea can be refined to give
an evaluation procedure of linear complexity. The AUoperator can be expressed by

Thus, we only need a procedure marking all nodes for
which EGcp holds. This can be done as follows:
- restrict the model to those states satisfying cp
- find the maximal strongly connected components in the
restriction
- mark all nodes in the original model from which a nontrivial SCC or a node without successors can be reached by
a path in the restricted model.
Fairness Constraints
Some automated model checkers for CTL allow to restrict
the path-quantifiers A and E to fair paths, which satisfy
certain fairness constraints specified in LTL. Simple fairness constraints are of form O,J,, where ,J, is a boolean
combination of propositions. E.g., the maximality condition OT of the preceding subsection was of this type.
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As another example for a simple fairness constraint, we
might want to restrict our attention to execution sequences
in which every component is always eventually scheduled.
Streett fairness constraints are of form (DO,J,1 -+ DO,J, 2 )
and e.g. are useful to restrict attention to strongly fair
schedulers: if a component infinitely often requests a resource, it will be granted infinitely often. The above algorithm can be modified to deal with such fairness constraints
by building the tableau of the LTL-assumption, and checking the CTL-formula on the product of Kripke model and
tableau.
Model Checking for µ-calculus
Both the local and the global model checking algorithms
can be easily adapted to (monotonic) µTL. For the global
version, an algorithm is given in section 9. For the local
version, there have been a number of algorithms proposed
in the literature, which are all more or less similar to each
other; see [10). In general, the model checking problem for
µTL is exponential in the size of the formula (alternation
depth); however, the proposed algorithms may vary in their
average case performance.

this is dependent on one's own point of view: from
South Africa, all computers in the local area network
informatik. tu-muenchen. de can be regarded as a
single system, whereas from the processor's viewpoint a
hard disk controller can be regarded as a remote subsystem. On the other side, every component of a distributed
system shares some resource with some other component;
if it were totally unrelated it would not make sense to regard it as being part of one system.
Consequently, from a certain point of view, passing a
message between process A and B can be seen as process
A writing into a shared variable which is read by B. On the
other side, writing a shared variable can be seen as sending to all other processes which might use this variable the
message that its value has changed. In fact, this transition
from the message passing paradigm to an implementation
via shared variables occurs in every network controller;
and the transition from the shared variables paradigm to an
implementation via message passing occurs in every distributed cache.
However, different paradigms produce different
techniques; many parallel programming languages and
many verification systems support only one of these two
paradigms.

8 Modelling of Reactive Systems
Up to now, we regarded a system as being given as a single
Kripke model.
However, real-life systems are usually composed of a
number of smaller subcomponents. Even if the target system is a single sequential machine, it is of advantage to
model it as a set of processes running in parallel:
• usually the functionality suggests a certain decomposition into modules; sequentialization is not the primary
issue in the design;
• certain subcomponents (e.g. hardware components)
actually are independent of the rest of the system, and
therefore conceptually parallel,
• the environment can be seen as a process running in
parallel to the system
• software-reusability and object-oriented design requires modularity
Message Passing vs. Shared Variables
Hence, we have to consider systems of parallel processes,
and the synchronisation between these processes. There
are two main paradigms of parallel systems: distributed
systems, where the subcomponents are seen as spatially
apart from each other, and concurrent systems, where the
subcomponents use common resources such as processor
time or memory cells.
Consequently, there are two main paradigms for synchronisation between parallel processes: via message passing (for distributed systems), and via shared variables (for
concurrent systems).
Of course, there is no clear distinction between distributed and concurrent programs. It is not possible
to formalise the concept of being spatially apart, since

Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Communication
Another paradigm, which applies mainly (but not solely)
to the message passing approach is the question of synchronous versus asynchronous interaction between the parallel components. In the synchronous approach a partner
wishing to communicate is blocked until a communication
partner is willing to participate in the communication. In
the asynchronous approach each process decides whether
it wants to wait at a certain point or not; usually some kind
of buffering mechanism is used for messages which are not
needed immediately.
Synchronous communication can be seen as a special
case of asynchronous communication where the length of
each buffer queue is limited to one, and each process decides to wait after writing into or before reading from that
queue until the queue is empty or full again, respectively.
Vice versa, a buffer can be seen as a separate process
in a synchronous system which is always willing to communicate with other processes. If the size of the buffer is
unbounded, the system is not finite state. Even if their size
is bounded, the buffers can be the biggest part of the translation of an asynchronous system.
Examples of synchronous modelling formalisms are
(parallel) transition systems, Petri nets, CCS, CSP, and its
variants, semaphores and monitors, critical regions and so
on. Examples of asynchronous formalisms are protocol
specification languages such as SDL and Lotos.
Some Concrete Formalisms
We already mentioned that a transition system is basically
a finite automaton without acceptance or recurrence condition. Formally, a transition system is a tuple (E, S, ~' so),
where
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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• E is a nonempty finite alphabet,
• Sis a nonempty finite set of states,
• !l. ~ S x E x S is the transition relation, and
• s 0 E S is the initial state.
A parallel transition system is a tuple T
(T1, ... , Tn) of
transition systems, such that Si n S;
0. The global transition system T associated with a parallel transition system
(T1, ... , Tn) is defined by T
(E, S, !l., so), where

=

= LJEi
S = 81 x · · · x Sn
so = (s10, •.. , sno), and

=

=

• E
•
•

• ((s1, ... , sn), a, (s~, ... , s~)) E !l. iff for all 11
- if a E Ei, then (si, a, sD E !l.i, and
- if a ft Ei, then Bi
s~
Thus, we model parallelism by interleaving, and synchronisation by the common alphabet. A parallel transition system can be seen as a very restricted kind of CSP process,
with a fixed number of parallel subprocesses. The size of
the state space of the global transition system is the product
of the sizes of all parallel components.
An elementary Petri net is a tuple N
(P, T, F, so),
where
• Pis a finite set of places,
• T is a finite set of transitions (P n T = 0),
• F ~ (P x T) U (T x P) is the.flow relation, and
• mo ~ P is the initial marking of the net.
A marking m of the net is any subset of P. By •t ~ {p I
(p, t) E F} and t• ~ {p I (t, p) E F} we denote the preset
and the postset of transition t, respectively. A transition t
is enabled at marking m if •t ~ m (all its input places are
occupied at m) and t• nm~ •t (all its output places are
empty at m, or they are also input places). Marking m'
is the result of firing transition t from marking m, if t is
enabled at m and m' = (m \ •t) U t•.
For every elementary Petri net there is an associated
transition system: The alphabet is the set of transitions, the
state set is the set of markings, the initial state is the initial
marking, and ( m, t, m') E !l. iff m' is the result of firing
t from m. However, the number of states in the transition
system is exponential in the number of places of the net.
Vice versa, every parallel transition system can be formulated as an elementary Petri net: Exercise!
A shared variables program is a tuple (V, D, T, s 0),
where
• V
(v1, ... , vn) is a set of variables,
• D
(D1, ... , Dn) is a tuple of corresponding finite
domains Di= {c:41, ... , c:4mJ
• T ~ D x D is a transition relation, and
• so
(du, ... , dn1) is the initial state.
A state of a shared variables program is a tuple (d 1, ... , dn),
where each di E Di. Thus the number of states in a shared
variables program is the product of the size of all domains.
Usually the transition relation Tis given as a propositional
formula 'PT over 'P
{(:c
y) I :c, y E (V U V' U
LJ Di)}, where V' = {v~, ... , v~}. Ifs = (d1, ... , dn) and
s'
(di, ... , d~). then (s, s') E T iff I p 'PT, where
I(vi)
c:4 andI(vD
d~.

=

=

=
=
=

=

=

=

=
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For every elementary Petri net or parallel transition
system there is an equivalent shared variables program of
the same order of size. The translation in the other direction requires the evaluation of propositional formulas and
thus can involve an exponential blowup. Using relational
semantics, a shared variables program can be obtained for
almost all other models for concurrency. Therefore, shared
variable programs are widely used to model reactive systems.

9 Symbolic Model Checking
For any shared variables program, we can obtain an equivalent shared variables program which uses only binary domains: D = {O, l}n. To do so, we use an arbitrary binary
encoding of domain D, and introduce for any variable Vi
over domain D, new binary variables v11 , ••• , v,k, where
k = flog 2 (IDil)l. This encoding can be compared to the
implementation of arbitrary data types on digital computers, where each bit can take only two values.
If all variables V
v1, ... , vn} of a shared variables
program are over a binary domain, then any propositional
v1, ... , vn} describes a set of states
formula cp over 'P
of the program, namely the set of all propositional models (interpretations) which validate the formula. Here we
assume the substitution O for false and 1 for true. Vice
versa, for any set of states there is a propositional formula
describing this set. However, this formula is not uniquely
determined; the problem of finding a shortest formula describing a given set of states is NP-hard.
Also, the transition relation of a shared variables program with binary variables V
v1, ... , vn} can be represented as an ordinary propositional formula over 'P
{ v1, ... , Vn, v~, ... , v~}. If the transition relation is given as
a propositional formula with equalities, we replace Oby ..L,
and 1 by T, and (v = v'') by (v H v'). E.g., the formula

={
={

={

V1

=

= 0-+ ((v~ = 1) /\ (v; = v2) /\ (v; :;f v3))

becomes in this notation

For a shared variables with n variables over binary domains the size of the state space is 2n. Therefore e.g. the
state space of a buffer of length 10 with values between 1
and 1000 is 2100 ~ 1030 • The reachable state space is a
subset of this state space, which can be of the same order of
magnitude. The transition relation for this buffer consists
of pairs of states and therefore has a size of approximately

1060.
To perform global model checking on systems of this
or bigger size, we need an efficient representation of large
sets.

Binary Decision Diagrams
The representation of a set by explicit enumeration of its
elements, e.g., as a list or array, can be rather wasteful,
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since it pays no respect to the internal structure of the set.
E.g., given the domain D = {O, 1, ... , 15}, the explicit representation of the set "all numbers which are even or bigger
than 11" is a list of the elements

S= {0,2,4,6,8,10,12,13,14,15}
This representation takes O(IDI · pog 2 (IDl)l) memory
bits. A much more succinct representation of the same set
can be given by a propositional formula over the binary
encoding n n 4 n3n 2 n1 of the domain:

=
S = {n I n1 = 0

V n4

= LA n3 = L}

To put this idea into a picture, look at the binary decision
tree for S:

+

•

+

•

+

•

+

+

•

+

+

+

BDD for this formula (we want to avoid the full decision
tree)? Call a leaf in the BDD negative if it marked by"", positive otherwise. The BDD for ..L is a negative leaf;
BDDs for propositions Vi consist of a node with variable
Vi and a negative and positive leaf.
To construct a BOD for ,cp from a BOD for cp is just
exchanging of positive and negative leafs. A BDD for
(cp --). ,p) from BDDs for cp and ,p can be constructed by
recursive descent. We have to consider the cases that either of cp, ,p is a negative or positive leaf, or a variable.
If both BDDs for cp and ,p are not leafs, let v be the top
variable in both BDDs, or, if the two top variables are different, the smaller one according to the order of variables.
Split the problem into two subproblems for v false and
v true, respectively, and solve the two subproblems recursively. The result give the O and 1 branch of the result
node. We do not create a new result if both branches are
equal (return a common result), or if an equivalent node
already exists in the result. To check this latter condition,
we maintain a hash table of BDD nodes which is updated
upon backtrack.

=

=

+

This tree is just a transcription of the truth table of S's
characteristic function. It has many isomorphic subtrees.
For any two isomorphic subtrees it is sufficient to maintain
only one copy. We can replace the other one by a link to
the corresponding subtree.

There are other boolean operations on BDDs which
can be implemented with the algorithm sketched above.
For example, substitution cp( v / ..L) of a proposition v in a
formula cp by ..L can be done by assigning a pointer to the
negative leaf to v during the backtrack. Boolean quantification 3v cp can be reduced to substitution by

n

3

(3v cp)

In the resulting structure, there are nodes for which both alternatives lead to the same subtree. These nodes represent
redundant decisions and can be eliminated.

Ho ( ( cp( v /

..L) V cp( v /T)))

Since BDDs are a form of deterministic finite automata on
finite strings over the alphabet (0, 1), for any given variable
ordering and formula there is a unique BOD representing
the formula.
The size of this BDD depends critically on the ordering of the variables. For our above example formula

+

•

The resulting structure is called an (ordered) binary decision diagram (BDD, [l]). As we see, the BDD can be
much more concise than the original decision tree. In fact,
the size of the BDD depends on the structure of the represented set rather than on its cardinality. For example, the
representation of the empty set and the full set are both of
constant size 1. Because of this dependence on the structure of the represented object, the description by BDDs is
sometimes called symbolic, and techniques using BDDs to
represent objects are called symbolic techniques.
Given a tuple of binary domain variables V
(v1, ... , vn) , and a set of states given as a propositional
formula over V, or the transition relation given as a propositional formula over V U V'. Can we directly construct a

and the variable ordering ( v1 , v2 , v3 , vL v~, v~), the above
algorithm yields the following BDD. (We omit all branches
leading to negative leafs.)
vi

v2
v3
vi'

v2'

v3'

=
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For the variable ordering (vi, vi, v2, v~, v3, v~), however,
we obtain the following much smaller BDD:
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997
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vi

If cp is positive in q, then it is also monotonic:

vi'
v2

(p -t q) I- (cp(p)

-t

cp(q))

v2'
v3
v3'

This is a common phenomenon when working with BDDs.
In general, a good heuristics is to keep "dependent" variables as close together in the ordering as possible. For a
more formal treatment in the context of sequential circuits,
see [9]. Unfortunately, the problem of finding an optimal
variable ordering is NP-hard. Basically, for every possible
ordering one has to construct the BDD and compare their
sizes, which is not feasable. Automatic reordering strategies usually proceed by steepest ascend heuristics.
Symbolic Model Checking for µTL
Recall from section 7 that global model checking for
CTL unfolds the fixpoint definition of the AU and EU
operators. If we restrict our attention to monotonic µTLformulas (to be defined below), then this idea can be used
to obtain a global model checking algorithm for these formulas. Moreover, this algorithm can directly be implemented using BDDs as representation of transition relation
and state sets( [3]).
A formula cp is positive or negative in a propositional
variable q, if every occurrence of q in cp is under an even or
odd number of negations. Formally, this notion is defined
recursively: Any µTL-formula not containing the propositional variable q is as well positive as negative in q, and q
is positive in itself. The formula ( cp -t ,J,) is positive in q,
if cp is negative in q and also ,J, is positive in q; symmetrically, ( cp -t ,J,) is negative in q, if cp is positive in q and
also ,J, is negative in q.
Given any set, the set of all of its subsets forms under
the inclusion ordering a complete lattice. A function / :
25 -t 25 is called monotonic, if /(p) C /(q) whenever
p c q. Any monotonic function has greatest and least fixed
points:

gfp(/) = sup{q I q = /(q)} = sup{q I q ~ /(q)}
lfp(/) = inf{q I q == /(q)} = inf{q I f(q) ~ q}

Moreover, on a finite lattice every monotonic function is
continuous, therefore in this case
gfp(/(q)) liTni-+wI'(T) and

lfp(/(q))

=
= liTni-+wI'(.1.)

We have already seen, that any formula defines a set of
points in the model, namely those points where it is satisfied. Likewise, a formula cp(q) with a free propositional
variable q can be seen as a function from sets of points to
sets of points: it maps any set of states ,J, to the set of states
satisfying cp(q/,J,), that is, cp where every occurrence of q
is replaced by ,J,.
SACJ/SART, No 19, 1997

This can be proved by induction on the structure of cp.
Therefore, for such cp we have vqcp
gfp( cp) and µqcp
lfp( cp ). Consequently, for monotonic formulas model
checking can be performed by extending the nruve global
algorithm as follows:

=

=

eval(,,o) =
case ,p of
p: return{• I M,a FP}

.1.: return0
(t,b1 -+ t,b2): return M- eval(t,b1) + eval(tJ,2)
(a)t,b: return{• I 3a': (a,•') Ea A.,, E eval(tJ,)}
11q(t,b): H := M
repeat until stabilization

H := eval(t,b(q/ H))
returnH
µq(tJ,): H := 0
repeat until stabilization
H := eval(t,b(q/ H))
returnH
In this algorithm, all set operations can be directly performed with BDDs. Calculation of the BDD for (a),J, from
the BDD for ,J, amounts to calculation the inverse image of
,J, under the relation a. This is done using propositional
quantification: Recall that the BDD for ,J, is using variables (111, ... , 1111), and the BDD for a is defined over the
variables (111, ... , 1111, 11~, ... , 11~). To get the BDD for (a),J,,
we first rename all variables 11; in the BDD for ,J, by 11~, then
build the intersection of this BDD with the BDD for a to
obtain a BDD over (11 1, ... , 1111 , 11~, ... , 11~), and then "throw
away" all primed variables by an existential quantification.
In fact, all these operations can be performed during a single BDD traversal, if v; and v~ are always kept together in
the variable order.
A more sophisticated algorithm avoids the recalculation of certain common subexpressions during the traversal
of the formula. For a detailed exposition, cf. [4].
The complexity of this algorithm is potentially exponential in the number of variables and exponential in the
formula. Nevertheless, in practice the number of iteration
steps required to reach a fixed point is often small (~ 103 ).
For hardware systems, that is, in the verification of sequential circuits, most states are reachable in very few steps, but
the BDDs tend to grow exponentially in the first few steps.
For software systems, especially if there is not much parallelism contained, the BDD often grows only linear with the
number of steps, until the whole state space is traversed.
The following picture shows the relation between the BDD
size and number of steps in typical examples.
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BDDIKldcl
reachable llltCI

dependent transitions can occur at the same time), and we
do not extend the logic to be able to express partial order
properties. On the contrary, we will limit the expressiveness of temporal logic and use the partial order to improve
efficiency of model checking. The relevant keywords are
stubborn sets ( [12]), sleep sets ( [14]) and interleaving set
temporal logic.

2
10 • 10 100

sooooo

200

steps

10 Partial Order Techniques
With symbolic methods we try to tackle the complexity
problem which arises from the parallel composition of
modules by using the BOD data structure which can handle
very large sets. Partial order methods, on the other hand,
try to avoid the generation of large sets: We only generate a
minimal part of the state space which is necessary to evaluate the given formula. Thus symbolic methods correspond
to the global model checking approach, whereas partial order methods are a refinement of local model checking.
The interleaving definition of parallel program semantics determines the state space of the global system to be
the product of all state spaces of its parallel components.
This can lead to wasteful algorithms. In general, each
(nondeterministic) execution of a program generates a partial order, where points are ordered by causality. In interleaving semantics this partial order is represented by the
set of all of its interleaving sequences.
For example, the following elementary Petri net represents a system with two processes synchronising via t 3 and
to:

t21

t22

This system generates the following partial order:
t

<

tu--t1>
t2r--t2

ta-t

<tu--t1>

,

ta- ...

t2r--t2

Some of the interleaving sequences are
tot11t12t21t22t3 .. .
tot11t21t12t22t3 .. .
tot11t21t22t12t3 .. .
tot21t11t22t12t3 .. .
tot21t11t12t22t3 .. .
However, it may not be necessary to consider all of these
interleavings to determine, e.g., the truth value of the formula DOt3. The main idea of partial order methods is to
try to inspect only some "representative" interleaving sequences for the formula in question. Thus, we do not alter
the semantics to deal with "real" concurrency (where in-

so

Stuttering Invariance
Given an elementary Petri net N and a formula cp, we want
to find whether there exists a run p of N satisfying cp. In
general, there are infinitely many runs through the system;
therefore we group these into a finite number of equivalence classes, such that the existence of a satisfying run p
implies that every element of the equivalence class [p] satisfies tp. Thus we only have to check a finite number of
equivalence classes, and a coarser partition yields a better
algorithm. ·
To do so, we need a stuttering invariant temporal
logic, i.e., one in which no next-state operator is definable.
The next-operator has always been a topic of emotional
discussions in temporal specification. Most notions of refinement of systems will not preserve properties involving
next-operators.
Consider a formula over atomic propositions 'P
{P1, ... , P1:}, 1\vo natural models Mand M' are strongly
equivalent with respect to {p 1, ... , P1:}, if they are of the
same cardinality, and for all i ~ 0 and all p E {p 1, ... , P1:}
we have w, E Z(p) iff w~ E Z'(p). A point w, in Mis
stuttering w.r.t. {p 1, ... , PA:}, if for all p E {p 1, ... , P1:} we
E Z(p) iff WH1 E Z(p). 1\vo models M 1 and
have
M2 are stuttering equivalent w.r.t. {p 1, ... , P1:}, if the two
models M~ and M~ obtained by eliminating all stuttering
states from M1 and M2, respectively, are strongly equivalent w.r.t. {P1, ... , P1:}, A formula cp is stuttering invariant,
if for any two models M1 and M2 which are stuttering
equivalent with respect to the set of atomic propositions of
'P it holds that M 1 t= cp iff M2 t= cp.
Stuttering invariance allows to group all stuttering
equivalent runs into the same equivalence class, thereby
reducing the average complexity of the model checking.
Of course, the reduction will be better if cp uses less propositions. Usually, a given formula mentions only a small
subset of the system, allowing the equivalence classes to be
rather large. In particular, all runs of an elementary Petri
net which differ only in the interleaving of independent
transitions (to be defined below) are stuttering equivalent
with respect to all formulas not mentioning these transitions or adjacent places.

=

w,

Analysis of Elementary Nets
How can we talk about elementary Petri nets? Recall that
a state of the net is just a marking of its places. Thus,
a reasonable choice seems to be to use the set of places
as propositions, where p is true in a state iff place p is
marked in that marking. As temporal operator, we define
the reflexive until:
M,Z, t= U0 (cp, ,p) iff

w,
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3j (i ~ j /\ w; I= cp A \//c (i ~ le< j -t wi I= ,J,))
With this reflexive definition, it is no longer possible
to define a next-state operator. (Of course, this spoils the
expressive completeness of the logic ... )
When are two transitions independent from one another? Firstly, independent transitions can neith,er disable
nor enable each other; that is, if ti is enabled in 8 and s'
is a successor of s with respect to the firing of ti, then t 2
is enabled at s iff t 2 is enabled at s', and vice versa for t 2
firing. Secondly, if ti and t 2 are both enabled in s, then
they can commute; that is, the state obtained by first firing
ti and then t 2 is the same as first firing t2 and then ti.
However, it is not practical to check these two properties for all pairs of transitions in all global states of the
system (remember, we wanted to avoid having to construct
all global states). Therefore, we use a syntactic condition
which ensures that some transition is independent from another one.
Call a set T of transitions persistent in s, if whatever
one does from s while remaining outside of T does not
affect T. Formally, T is persistent in s iff for all t E T
and all firing sequences to, ti, ... , "tn, t such that all ti ¢ T
there exists a stuttering equivalent firing sequence starting
with t.
If T is persistent, we do not have to consider the firing
of transitions outside of T when constructing the successors of the given state in the depth-first-search; there will
be a stuttering equivalent sequence constructed by the firing of some t E T.
However, this definition still is not effective. There
is no efficient way to compute a minimal persistent set of
transitions for a given state. Therefore, we compute an
approximation. There is a tradeoff between the amount
of time spent in the calculation of minimal persistent sets,
and the reduction of the state space obtained. As a general
strategy, some simple heuristics will go a long way, and
sophisticated methods don't add too much.
We start with a single enabled transition T
t}
and repeat until stabilisation to add all transitions which
can "interfere" with some transition in T. Here "interfere"
means
• can enable or disable, or
• cannot commute with.
Given any marking m, firable transition t I and disabled
transition t, we have to find a set of firable transitions such
that the firing of any transition in this set could make t fire
before t 1 fires. A set N EC(t, m) of transitions is necessary fort in m, if N EC(t)
{t' I p E t'•} for some
p E •t \ m. N EC*(t, m) is any set of transitions containing t which is transitively closed under necessity; that
is, for any t' E N EC*(t, m) such that tis disabled in m
there exists a set N EC(t', m) of transitions necessary for
t' such thatNEC(t',m) ~ NEC*(t,m).
If t is in conflict with t 1 , then all transitions in
NEC* (t, m) have to be fired as alternatives to the firing
of ti. But, there is still another class of dependent transitions. We want to obtain stuttering equivalence with respect to the atomic propositions in cp. Therefore, we have

={

=
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to take into account that cp might fix an order onto the firing
of independent transitions. Usually, cp contains only a few
propositions. Call a transition visible for cp, if et u t• contains any place p appearing in cp. If t is visible, the firing
order with other visible transitions is important. A visible
transition can be regarded to be in conflict with all other
visible transitions. Define the conflict oft by

C(t)

= {t' I •t' n •t f:= 0} u {t}.

The extended conflict of t is just the conflict of t, if t is
invisible; otherwise, it is the conflict oft plus all other visible transitions. Now a dependent set DEP(t1 , m) of t 1 is
any set of transitions such for any t in the extended conflict
oft1 thereexistsasetNEC(t,m) ~ DEP(t1 ,m).
Finally, the set of transitions which are fired should be
transitively closed under dependency;
thus, let READY(m) be any (smallest) nonempty set of
firable transitions, such that

DEP(t1, m)

~

READY(m) if t1 E READY(m).

Now, we can prove that for any firing sequence of the net
there exists a firing sequence generated only by firing ready
transitions which is stuttering equivalent with respect to all
safety properties of the logic.
Therefore, during the construction of the set of successors of a state in the depth first search we can neglect all
firable transitions which are not ready. This can result in a
considerable average case reduction; in fact, for examples
with many concurrent and "almost" independent processes
it can logarithmically reduce the state space which has to
be traversed. Though the worst case complexity of constructing a ready set is cubic in the size of the net, in average examples it is only linear in the number of transitions.
The above construction can be extended to deal also
with liveness properties. To do so, we need to assure that
whenever a state is reached for the second time, a different
ready set is constructed, to make sure that no eventuality is
delayed infinitely often. For a detailed exposition, see [ 15]
(of which an extended version can be obtained via www
from the author).

Further Topics
There are several extensions to each of the topics presented
here, and in many areas there is a lot of active research.
For example, it is possible to reduce the size of the system by applying certain symmetry collapses and refinement
operations.
To verify infinite state systems, some kind of induction on state spaces is necessary. What kind of language
is of sufficiently low expressivity to be still decidable, but
allows to specify all "interesting" properties?
Another "hot" item is the verification of real time and
hybrid systems. In real time systems with each transition
a certain time bound or interval is associated, and hybrid
systems allow discrete and continuous transitions from one
state to another.
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Furthermore, there is the search for compositional
proof systems, where a proof of the global system can automatically be deduced from the proofs for each parallel
component against the interface specification.
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